Synthetic Organic Chemistry
Strategy of Synthesis
Synthesis is a construction process that involves converting simple or commercially available molecules into
complex molecules using known reagents and reactions.
Quality of a synthesis:
1. Number of steps - lower the better (usually) - there are various methods for decreasing the number of reaction steps.
 In linear synthesis, the target molecule is synthesized through a series of linear transformations
 The linear synthesis is fraught with failure for its lack of flexibility
flexibility leading to potential large losses in the material
already invested in the synthesis at the time of failure.
 A linear synthesis is longer and thus suffers lower overall yields compared to a convergent synthesis
synthesis.

 In convergent synthesis, key fragments of the target molecule are synthesized separately or independently and
then brought together at a later stage in the synthesis to make the target molecule.
 A convergent synthesis is shorter and more efficient than a linear synthesis leading to a higher overall yield.


2.

It is flexible and easier to execute due to the independent synthesis of the fragments of the target molecule

Two directional syntheses perform two identical reactions simultaneously which can be useful if there is useful
symmetry in the molecule.

3.

Tandem or cascade reaction sequences are those where reactions occur in succession without the need to isolate
individual intermediates. These processes are even better when they can be performed in 'one
'one-pot'.

4.

High yielding reactions - clearly the higher the yield of each step, the higher will be the overall yield across the
reaction sequence.

5.

High levels of selectivity - the more chemo-,
chemo regio- and stereo selective each step the better.

6.

High levels of atom economy.. This term was introduced by Trost and refers to the fact that it is desirable to maximize
the number of atoms from all raw materials which end up in the final product.
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7.

Low cost - it is clearly desirable to carry out reactions using readily available, cheap reagents and under mild reaction
conditions. This last point is becoming more important in large scale synthetic processes.

A molecule can
an be synthesized in many ways, with any starting materials and any sequence of reactions. All that mattered
was the final product— target molecule. Synthetic planning starts with the product, which is fixed and unchangeable, and works
backwards towards the starting materials. This process is called retrosynthesis, and the art of planning the synthesis of a ttarget
molecule is called retrosynthetic analysis.
Retrosynthetic analysis is a technique for planning a synthesis, especially of complex organic molecules, whereby the
complex target molecule (TM) is reduced into a sequence of progressively simpler structures (retrons) along a pathway which
ultimately leads to the identification of a simple or commercially available starting material (s)(SM)
(SM) from which a chemical
synthesis can then be developed.
Retrosynthetic analysis involves the disassembly of a TM into available starting materials by sequential disconnections
and functional group interconversions (FGI)

A scheme with a retrosynthetic arrow means ‘Z could be made from X plus Y’.
Ex: 1

Ex: 2

O

O
Intramolecular aldol reaction

CH3
O
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Synthetic tree:
Working backwards, we can arrive at molecule or molecules from which the target molecule can be prepared,
by adopting a series of reactions. The whole process generates a theoretical tree called a synthetic tree. This tree
summarizes the starting materials, reagents and possible precursors.

P
Precursor A
Q
Target
Molecule
R
Precursor B
S

Direction of synthesis

Direction of retrosynthesis

Target molecule (TGT):

the molecule to be synthesized

Retrosynthetic analysis or reterosynthesis the process of mentally breaking down a molecule into a starting material
Disconnection an imaginary bond cleavage corresponding to a reverse of a real reaction
Transform the exact reverse of a synthetic reaction
Retron structural subunit on the target that enables a transform to operate
Synthon idealized fragment resulting from a disconnection, which is related to possible synthetic operations
Reagent or Synthetic Equivalent a real chemical compound used as the equivalent of a synthon
Disconnection
H3C

Synthon

CH3

H3C

CH2

+

Na

Target Molecule
H3C
Cl
Synthetic Equivalent
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Synthons: Synthons are idealized fragments.
fragments

Which reagent is best can often only be determined by experimentation—
experimentation—commercially,
paracetamol is made from para-aminophenol
aminophenol and acetic anhydride largely because the by-product,
product, acetic acid, is
easier to handle than HCl. Both AcOOOAc and AcOCl can be depicted as ‘idealized reagent’—
—an electrophilic
acetyl group MeCO+. Such
uch idealized reagents synthons. Synthons are fragments of molecules with an
associated
ciated polarity (represented by a ‘+’ or ‘–’)
‘ ’) which stand for the reagents we are going to use in the
forward synthesis.
They are not themselves reagents, though they may occasionally turn out to be intermediates along the reaction pathway. By
disconnecting
ng bonds to synthons rather than to actual reagents we can indicate the polarity of the bond
bond-forming reaction we are
going to use without having to specify details of the reagents.
Types of synthons:
d synthons – Nucleophilic fragments which can attack places with positive charge centers. Depending on location of charge in
the fragment they can be d1,d2 and d3.
a synthons – Electrophilic fragments which can attack places with positive charge centers. Depending on location of charge in
the fragment they can be a1,a2 and a3.
d-synthons

Example

a-synthons

Example

d1

-CN

a1

+ CH OH
2

d2

- CH CHO
2

a2

+ CH CHO
2

a3

+ CH CH CHO
2
2

Table of common synthetic equivalents:
Synthon

Synthetic Equivalent

Synthon

Synthetic Equivalent

R-

RMgX, RLi, R2Cd, R2CuLi

R-C≡C+

R-C≡C
≡C-Br

Ar -

ArMgX, ArLi, Ar2Cd, Ar2CuLi

R-+C=O

R-CO--Cl, RCOOR, RCOOOCR

R-C≡C-

R-C≡C-Ag+,

+CH OH
2

HCHO

R+

RX, ROSO2R

HC+=O

HCOOR, CH(OR)3

+ CHOHR

R-CHO

+CR OH
2

R2C=O
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General Rules for disconnection:
1. Disconnections must correspond to known, reliable reactions.
2. Disconnect towards the midpoint of the molecule as far as possible rather than unequal parts.
3. For compounds consisting of two parts joined by a heteroatom, disconnect next to the heteroatom
4. Consider alternative disconnections and choose routes that avoid chemoselectivity problems
problems—often this means
disconnecting reactive groups first.
5. Use two-group
group disconnections wherever possible.
6. Generally a double bond or triple bond is a preferred site of disconnection.
7. A ring junction is a preferred site for disconnection.
8. Next position to a functional group is a preferred site.
9. Exploit the symmetry in the molecule for the disconnection.
10. The disconnection should result in synthetic equivalents which are readily available and cheapest.
11. The synthetic equivalent
uivalent should be easy to handle.
Examples:
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When the disconnection is not possible with the existing functional groups, functional group interchange (FGI) is done for
a plausible disconnection. A dummy functional group is added sometimes which is known as functional group addition (FGA).
Some example disconnections with FGI and FGA involved are as follows:
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General guidelines for disconnections:
1.

Before disconnection of a TM, FGA or FGI may be done to facilitate C-C
C disconnection so that recognizable
synthetic equivalents are got.
CH3
H3C

FGA

HO

–

CH3

H3C

CH2
H3C

+

+

CH CH3

OH

O

H3C
Mg
Br

CH3

H3C

H3C
H

Preferred:easily available
materials

Br

H3C

Li
–

Cu

+

H3C
Br

H3C

2. If the TM contains only C-C
C single bonds, then the disconnection should be :
a. Adjacent to a functional group

b. Between the α and β carbons
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c. Between the β and γ carbons

d. Adjacent to a branching carbon in a chain
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3. If the TM has two functional groups and C-C
C C single bonds (separated not more than three carbon atoms)
then disconnection is preferred in between the functional groups. If the FG groups are farther apart they
are disconnected separately.

4. For TM consisting of two parts joined by heteroatoms, the disconnection is done next to heteroatom.

5. Disconnection is chosen in such a way that chemoselectivity
chemoselectiv problems are avoided. This can be avoide
avoided by
proper disconnections or using selective reagents.

Unit: II Retrosynthesis
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6. If the TM has symmetric substituents, try a double disconnection.or even in molecules without symmetric
substituents a double disconnection will simplify the process.

7. The molecule is always disconnected to give same synthetic equivalents in possible cases. This avoids side
reactions.
8.

Unit: II Retrosynthesis
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8. If the TM is containing a double bond the following aspects are considered:
a. If the double bond is isolated – Wittig reaction is the most probable disconnection.

b. If the double bonded carbon is attached to a hydrogen then the disconnection to corresponding
alkyne is preferred.

c. If the TM contains a double bond conjugated to a carbonyl / ester / cyano / nitro ggroups, the
preferred disconnection is of aldol / Mannich / Knoevenagal / Reformatsky / Wittig reaction.

Unit: II Retrosynthesis
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Order of Events in a Synthesis:
An organic synthesis may involve many steps one after another. The required
product can be got only when the reactions are carried out in a particular order, which is known as order of events.
The order of events is very important in the cases of synthesizing aromatic target molecules.
Guide lines for order of events in synthesizing aromatic targets.
1. All the groups
ups have to be disconnected in turn and the reverse reactions are to be examined for right
orientations

2. If there is a choice, the most electron withdrawing group is disconnected first as their presence makes
further reactions difficult.
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3. Iff a FGI is needed during the synthesis, it may alter the directing effect of the substituent. Therefore other
substituents have to be added either before or after FGI accordingly.
CH3
COOH or CCl3
o/P directing
m-directing
NO2
NH2
m
m-directing
o/P directing

4. Many groups can be easily introduced through nucleophilic substitution in diazonium salts, prepared from
amines. The amine group is strongly o/p -directing,
directing, so introduction of many groups in the ring can be
attempted at this stage.
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5. In some difficult cases like adding two o/p directing groups meta- to each other; a dummy group may be
introduced and removed later. Usually it is amino group, later removed through diazotization.

6. The groups that cannot be introduced easily should not be disconnected. Instead the starting molecule
should have that group as for as possible. Eg OH or OR groups.
7. For a TM with a difficult combination of groups, readily available starting molecules with such substituents
are sought
8. The sequences which may
ay lead to unwanted side reactions should be avoided. For example on nitrating
benzaldehyde, only 50% m-nitrobenzaldehyde
nitrobenzaldehyde is fomed. So the benzoic acid is nitrated first and then
reduced to m-nitrobenzaldehyde.
nitrobenzaldehyde.
9. If o/p directing substituents are involved, one
one position can be blocked to get the required product.
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Some Simple Disconnections
C-X disconnections
These involve on group disconnection and the position is always at C-X
X bond. Usually the reactions
involved are ionic and involve nucleophilic heteroatoms.So the disconnection always result in a cationic
carbon synthon. The corresponding reagent will have a good leaving group
oup attached (Q
(Q)

Disconnection of alcohols:
If the alcohol is primary go for HCHO + RMgBr

For secondary alcohols go for RCHO + R’MgBr
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For tertiary alcohols R”COR’
COR’ + RMgBr
R

Alcohols can be made by reduction of acids, aldehydes, ketones, esters also.
Alcohols can be converted into many other compounds easily , so they become central point of
many syntheses.

Ethers and sulphides
The disconnection is chosen next to the hetero atom on a more reactive / less reactive side depending on
the molecule.
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O

O

CH3

–

C - O ether

H3C

H3C

+
H3C

OH

O
CH3

Me2SO4
NaOH

H3C

H3C

A
O

A

OH

+

CH3

B

X

CH3
CH3

CH3
CH3

B
X

+

HO

CH3

The disconnections are even straighter forward in sulphides as the forward synthesis reactions are well
known

R

1

S
R

R

2

1

–

S

+

R

2

X

S
–

S

C-S

+

Sulphide
Cl

H3C

Cl

SH

H3C

Cl

Cl

Cl

+

Cl

NaOEt
Cl

Cl

S

EtOH
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Disconnection of RCO-X
The preferred position is the bond between CO and X

Example
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Example:

Two group C –X disconnections
One group disconnections are those correspond to a known reaction to make that functional group. In
two group disconnections,
ions, the molecule is disconnected somewhere else because of presence of a
functional group.
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1,1-disconnection:
In the case of acetals disconnection of one C-O
C O bond necessitates the disconnection of the other C
C-O bond
automatically, which is called a 1,1--disconnection.

x
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1

O
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H3C

O

CH
H3

Cl

HO

+

O

HO
O
OH
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D
1
,
1

R

R

R

R

+

HC

N

N

NH2
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When both O atoms are replaced the 1,1 dix may be difficult to identify ( especially in the case of amino
acids – Strecker synthesis)
R
x
i
d
1
,
1

NH2

O

R

I
G
F

NH2

+

R
NH3

O

HC

N

N

HO

O

NH2

OH

r
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S

HO

CH3
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,
1

HO

O
HO

HO

N
C
K
,
l
C4
H
N
.
1

CH3

HO

CH3

HO

l
C
H
.
c
n
o
c
.
2

HO

O

CH3

O

NH2

OH

HO

1,2- C-X disconnections:
Molecules containing heteroatom adjacent to C atoms are considered as derivatives of alcohols.
Disconnection of such molecules leads to an epoxide.
Nu
R
O

O

+

OH

H2C

Nu

+
OH

Nu

-

Nu
Cl
O
x
i
d
2
,
1

R

OH

R
N

N
R
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O
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Ex: 2
NH
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H

O

O

O
O
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1,2- disconnection of Carbonyl compounds: ( 1,2-difunctionalized carbonyls)
O

x
i
d
2
,
1

R
Nu

Nu

-

X

+

+

H2C

CH2

=
R

O

CH3

A carbonyl compound containing a nucleophile at next carbon to carbonyl such as the above undergo 1,2disconnection and gives an electrophile synthon which is highly unstable. They can be derived from α-halo
carbonyl compounds.
Ex:1: 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D)
O
OH

Cl
O

OH

+
Cl

HO

Cl

l
C
C

Cl

OH

x
i
d
2
,
1

O

Cl

Ex:2:
O

O
R

x
i
d
2
,
1

O

O
Br

O

R

+

O

Br

Br

–

1,3- disconnection of Carbonyl compounds: ( 1,3-difunctionalized carbonyls)
A carbonyl compound containing a nucleophile at the third carbon to carbonyl is said to be 1,3difunctionalized and can be disconnected through1,3-disconnection.1,3-disconnection and gives an
electrophile synthon which can be derived from an α,β- unsaturated carbonyl compound. Usually these
syntheses will involve a Michael type reaction.
x
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,
1

O
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R
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=
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O
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R

O

N
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O

Cl

H3C
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i
d
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,
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OH
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O

H3 C

OH
O

Cl
HO

CH3

CH3
Reversal of polarity ( Umpolung): In German ‘Umpolung’ means reversal of polarity.
Group placement

Synthon
R

1,1

R
+

1

C
R

H2C

O
R

+

O
R

1

O

1

X

+

R

H2C

R

1

+

1

O
H2C

H2C

1,3

2

OH
R

3

1

OH

2

2
1,2

Reagent

1

4

O

O
R

1

R

1

In the above table, synthons 1 and 4 are common and can be realized from the normal reactions. But the
synthons 2 and 3 are not formed in normal reaction i.e they are assuming opposite charges at the carbon
atoms when compared to other synthons. This reversal of polarity on the carbon atoms of the synthons is
called Umpolung. This reversal of polarities can be introduced by different methodologies.
1. Enolization: By enolizing a ketonic moiety with an electrophile at 2nd carbon we can make a
terminal carbon at 2 nd position as negative.
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H

R

OH

+

O

R

1

1

C

CH3

CH3

1

E

O

+

R

E
-

O

R

1

CH2

CH3

1

O

+

R

1

E

OH

O
R

Normal

+

R
E

OH

1

H3C
–

H2C

Reveresed polarity

H2C

2. Epoxidation: epoxidation of an alkene gives an epoxide which can give the synthon 2.
H

R1

+

R1

Normal

+

CH CH3

CH2

–

A
B
P
C
M

CH2

R1

O

CH2
R1
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3. Using dithiane: Using dithianes in presence of strong bases, the carbonyl carbons are made
negative ( which usually become positive).
i
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–
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CH3
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1
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H
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H
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H
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S

H

1
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S

Reversed polarity

O
R

1

R

2
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C

S
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C
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B

H

S

O
–

+
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H3C

H3C

Ex:2
O

Ph

O
CH3

H3C
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One group C-C disconnections:

R
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Reaction
Oxidation
Addition of acid derivatives
PBr3 / SOCl2
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Aldehydes, Ketones acids
Esters
Bromides / Chlorides

1

Further product(s)
Imines / amides to amines
Amides to amines
Ethers, Thiols, Sulphides, cyanides.
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Selective functionalization
of poly-functional molecules is an
important and desirable attribute in multi-step organic synthesis.
1:56 PM

2

1:56 PM

Note, however, that each protecting group incorporated in a multistep synthesis increases the synthesis by two non-productive
steps reducing the overall yield and efficiency of the synthesis.

3

What is a protecting group?
A protecting group (PG) is a molecular framework that is introduced

onto a specific functional group (FG) in a poly-functional molecule to
block its reactivity under reaction conditions needed to make
modifications elsewhere in the molecule.

1:56 PM

4

A good protecting group should be such that:
(a)

It should be readily, but selectively introduced

to the desired

functional group in a poly-functional molecule.
(b) It should be stable / resistant to the reagents employed in
subsequent reaction steps in which the group being masked
(protected) is desired to remain deactivated (protected).
(c) It should be capable of being selectively removed under mild
conditions when its protection is nolonger required.
1:56 PM

1:56 PM

5

The commonly encountered functional groups in organic synthesis
that are reactive to nucleophilic or electrophilic reagents whose
selective transformation may present challenges do regularly require
deactivation by masking with a protecting group.

6

The common protecting groups for alcohols are ether-protecting
groups. Ethers are among the least reactive of the organic functional
groups

The ether protecting groups of alcohols can be grouped in the
following categories:
(a) Silyl ether protecting groups

(b) Acetal protecting groups

These protections replace the acidic proton on an alcohol with an
unreactive ether moiety.

Formation

1:56 PM

8

Tert-Butyldimethylsilyl ethers (TBDMS)

Example

1:56 PM

9

Cleavage

1:56 PM

Fluoride sources:
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride, Bu4N+F- (TBAF)
Pyridine-HF
Hydrofluoric acid (HF)
Ammonium fluoride NH4+F-

10

Synthetic Applications of Silyl Protecting Groups
The bulkiness of TBDMS and TBDPS ether protecting groups can be
used to advantage to suppress hydrogen-bonding to the oxygen
restricting any incoming reagents to approach from the least hindered
side of the molecule.

1:56 PM
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Synthetic Applications of Silyl Protecting Groups
The bulkiness of TBDMS and TBDPS ether protecting groups can
also be exploited in incorporating the protecting group on less
sterically encumbered primary hydroxyl groups selectively using submolar amounts of the silyl chloride.

1:56 PM
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Rarely are alkyl ethers used as protecting groups for alcohols, but
benzyl ethers are special.

Formation

Cleavage
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Acetonide Protecting Groups for 1,2-Diols
Formation

Cleavage

R

O

R

O

Conditions

R

OH

R

OH

+

O

(a) Acid catalysed hydrolysis
H+, H2O
1:56 PM

(b) AcOH / H2O
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Synthetic Applications of Ether Protecting Groups
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Synthetic Applications of Cyclic Acetal Protecting Groups

1:56 PM
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Acetal Protecting Group

Formation

Cleavage
Acid catalysed hydrolysis (dilute HCl or AcOH / H2O or TFA/ H2O or pTsOH in acetone) can be used.

1:56 PM
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Synthetic Applications of the Acetal Protecting Group
The Wieland-Miescher ketone is a common intermediate in the
synthesis of both natural and synthetic steroids.

1:56 PM

Because of resonance stabilization, the carbonyl of the a,bunsaturated ketone is less electrophilic and therefore less reactive to
nucleophiles compared to an isolated ketone.

20

The common ester protecting groups for carboxylic acids are methyl,
ethyl and benzyl esters.
Methyl Esters
Formation

Cleavage

O
R C OCH3

LiOH

R CO2H

+

CH3OH

H2O2
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Ethyl and benzyl esters are prepared based on the following rationale:

Best approach:

1:56 PM
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Mechanism of DCC coupling
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Ethyl Esters

Formation

Cleavage
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Benzyl Esters
Formation

Cleavage
By hydrogenolysis: A very mild method for most functional groups
except with alkenes, alkynes and nitriles.

O
R C OCH2Ph

H2
Pd / C

R CO2H
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+

PhCH3
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Tert-Butyloxycarbonyl Protecting Group (BOC)
Formation

Example
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Tert-Butyloxycarbonyl Protecting Group (BOC)
Cleavage
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Benzyloxycarbonyl Protecting Group (CBZ)
Formation

Cleavage

1:56 PM
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Perspectives in the Synthetic Applications of the Ester Protecting
Groups

1:56 PM

Note that LiBH4 can reduce the more reactive ester functional group
leaving the less reactive carboxylic acid and carbamate groups
unaffected.
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Synthetic Organic Chemistry
Introduction to Pericyclic reactions:
Pericyclic reactions are defined as the reactions that occur by a concerted cyclic shift of electrons.
Characteristics:
 All these reactions are concerted. In a concerted reaction, reactant bonds are broken and product bonds are
formed at the same time, without intermediates.
 Pericyclic reactions involve a cyclic shift of electrons.
 The word pericyclic means around the circle. Pericyclic word comes from cyclic shift of electrons. Pericyclic
reactions thus are characterized by a cyclic transition state involving the π bonds.
 The

energy

of

activation

of

pericyclic

reactions

is

supplied

by

heat

(Thermal

Induction),

or by UV light (Photo Induction).
 Pericyclic reactions are stereo specific and it is not uncommon that the two modes of induction yield products
of opposite stereochemistry.
Types:
Electrocyclic reaction: A reaction in which a ring is closed (or opened) at the expense of a conjugated double (or
triple bond) bond.

Cycloaddition reaction: A reaction in which two or more π-electron systems react to form a ring at the expense of
one π- bond in each of the reacting partners. In this reaction formation of two new σ (sigma) bonds takes place
which close a ring. Overall there is loss of two π (pi) bonds in reactants and gain of two σ (sigma) bonds in a
product

Sigmatropic rearrangements (or reaction): A reaction in which a σ (sigma) bond formally migrates from one end
to the other end of π (pi) electron system and the net number of π bonds remains the same.
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Group transfer reaction: A reaction in which one or more groups or atoms transfer from one molecule to another
molecule. In this reaction both molecules are joined together by σ ((sigma) bond.

The three features of any pericyclic reaction are intimately interrelated.



Activation: Pericyclic reactions are activated either by thermal energy or by UV light. However, many
reactions that require heat are not initiated by light and vice-versa.



The number of π (pi)) bonds involved in the reaction.



The stereochemistry of the reaction.
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First two reactions are thermal reactions activated by heat and third reaction is photochemical reaction activated
by light. The relationship between the mode of activation and the stereochemistry is exemplified by a comparison
of reactions (2) and (3). When starting material is heated it gives cis product and when starting material is
irradiated the product is trans.
These results had been observed for many years but the reasons for them were not known. Several theories have
been developed to rationalize these pericyclic reactions.
1. R.B.Woodward and R. Hoffmann have proposed explanation based upon the symmetry of the molecular
orbitals of the reactants and products. The theory proposed is known as Conservation of Orbital
Symmetry.
2.

K. Fukuii proposed another explanation based upon the frontier molecular orbitals. The theory proposed
is known as Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) method.

3. The Woodward-Hoffmann rule and Hückel-Mobius (H-M) methods are also used for the explanation
of pericyclic reactions.
Symmetry Properties of molecular orbitals:
The number of molecular orbitals is always equal to the number of atomic orbitals that combine to form them.
1. The same principle applies to π molecular orbitals. A π electron system derived from the interaction of
number m of p orbitals contains m molecular orbitals that differ in energy.
2.

Half of the molecular orbitals are bonding molecular orbitals and remaining half are antibonding
molecular orbitals. π molecular orbitals of ethylene from the two p atomic orbitals of the two carbons can
be constructed as follows:

3. Each p orbital consists of two lobes, with opposite phases of the wave function of the two lobes. The plus
and minus signs used in drawing these orbitals indicate the phase of the wave function.
4. In the bonding orbital of ethylene, there is overlap of similar signs (+ with + and – with –) in the bonding
region between the nuclei. This reinforcement of the wave function is called constructive overlap.
5. In the antibonding orbital there is cancelling of opposite signs (+ and –) in the bonding region. This
cancelling of the wave function is called destructive overlap.
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A π molecular orbital possesses either mirror plane symmetry or centre of
symmetry. Both symmetries are not present together in a given π molecular orbital.
orbital.m-Symmetry: Some molecular
orbitals have the symmetry about the mirror plane (m).which
( ).which bisects the molecular orbitals and is perpendicular
to the plane of the molecule.
 Both orbitals in the figure are mirror images to each other hence in this MO there is mirror plane symmetry,
abbreviated as m(S).

S

A

A
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Symmetry Properties of Molecular Orbitals of 1,3
1,3-Butadiene







In 1, 3-butadiene, four p orbitals are present on four adjacent carbons.
These four p orbitals will overlap to produce four π molecular orbitals, resulting in four new MOs in a
number of equivalent ways.
One of the ways to obtain four new molecular orbitals is by linear combination of two molecular orbitals
of ethylene.
Linear combination
n of orbitals is also known as perturbation theory or perturbation molecular orbital
(PMO) theory.
Linear combination always takes place between two orbitals (two atomic orbitals, two molecular orbitals
or one atomic and one molecular orbitals) having minimum energy difference.
This means that we need to look only at the results of the π ± π and π* ± π* interactions and do not have
to consider π ± π*.
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Following generalizations can be made to construct the molecular orbitals of the conjugated polyen
polyenes from the π
molecular
orbitals
of
ethylene
and
1,
3-butadiene:
3
A π electron system derived from the interaction of a number of m of p orbitals contain m molecular orbitals
(MOs) that differ in energy. Thus, the number of π MOs is always equal to the numb
number of atomic p orbitals.









In 1, 3-butadiene, four p orbitals are used in the formation of the π MOs, thus four π MOs results, which
we shall abbreviate as ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 and ψ4 (or π1, π2, π3 and π4).
Half of the molecular orbitals ((i.e., m/2) have lower energy than the isolated p orbitals. These are called
bonding molecular orbitals (BMOs).
The other half has energy higher than the isolated p orbitals. These are called antibonding molecular
orbitals (ABMOs). To emphasize this distinction, antibonding MOs will be indicated with
asterisks.
Thus, 1, 3-butadiene
butadiene has two bonding MOs (ψ1 and ψ2) and two antibonding MOs (ψ3* and ψ4*).
The bonding MO of lowest energy ψ1 has no node. Each molecular orbital of increasingly higher energy
has one additional node.
Thus, in 1, 3-butadiene
butadiene ψ1 has zero node, ψ2 has one node, ψ3* has two nodes and ψ4* has three nodes.
The nodes occur between atoms and are arranged symmetrically with respect to the centre of the π
electron system

Ψ4*: n=3
Anti-bonding

Ψ3*: n=2

Ψ2 : n=1
Bonding

Ψ1 : n=0
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C2

m

C2

m

m

C2

C2

m

Type
of MO
Orbital
number
Bonding
AntiBonding
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Ψ1

0

Ψ2

1

Ψ3*

2

Ψ4*

3

of Symmetry Property
C2

m
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Type
of MO
Orbital
number

Bonding

AntiBonding

No.
nodes

Ψ1

0

Ψ2

1

Ψ3

2

Ψ4*

3

Ψ5*

4

Ψ6*

5

of Symmetry Property
C2

m

On the basis of the above two examples we can conclude the following very important points for linear conjugated
π
systems:
1.
The
wave
function
ψ
ψn
will
have
(n
–
1)
nodes.
2. When n is odd, ψn will be symmetric with m and asymmetric with C2.
3. When n is even, ψn will be symmetric with C2 and asymmetric with m.
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Frontier Molecular Orbital
Two π molecular orbitals are of particular importance in understanding pericyclic reactions. One is the
occupied molecular orbital of highest energy, known as highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The other is
the unoccupied molecular orbital of lowest energy known as lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). HOMO
and LUMO of any given compound have opposite symmetries HOMO and LUMO are referred to as frontier
molecular orbitals.
HOMO
O of the ground state species is also known as ground state HOMO. Similarly, LUMO of the ground state of
the species is known as ground state LUMO.
Why are the LUMO and HOMO so important in determining the course of a concerted reaction?



The electrons in the HOMO of a molecule are like the outer shell electrons of an atom. They can be
removed with the least expenditure of energy because they are already in a highest energy level than any
of the other electrons in the molecule.



The LUMO of a molecule is the
the orbital to which electrons can be transformed with the least expenditure of
energy. The higher is the energy of HOMO of a molecule, the more easily electrons can be removed from
it. The lower is the energy of the LUMO of the molecule, the more easily electrons
ele
can be transferred into
it. The interaction between a molecule with a high HOMO and a low LUMO is particularly strong.



In general, the smallest the difference in energy between HOMO of one molecule and
the LUMO of another with which it is reacting, the stronger is the interaction between the two molecules.
Ψ4*
LUMO

Ψ3*

Ψ2

HOMO

Ψ1
Ground State
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Symmetries of C-C
C σ molecular orbitals
The sigma orbital of a carbon-carbon
carbon carbon covalent bond has a mirror plane symmetry, and since a rotation of
180° through its midpoint regenerates the same sigma orbital, it also has a C2 symmetry. A sigma antibonding
molecular orbital is asymmetric with respect to both m and C2

σ*
σ
σ*

C2
S
A

m
S
A

σ
Theory of pericyclic reactions:

 According to the Woodward and Hoffmann symmetry of the molecular orbitals that participate in the













chemical reaction determines the course of the reaction.
They proposed what they called the principle of the conservation of orbital symmetry;
symmetry in the concerted
reactions.
In the most general terms, the principle means that in concerted pericyclic reactions, the molecular orbitals of
the starting materials must be transformed into the molecular orbitals of the product in smooth continuous
way.
This is possiblee only if the orbitals have similar symmetry, i.e.,, orbitals of the reactant and product has similar
symmetries.
In concerted reaction product formation takes place by formation of cyclic transition state.
The transition state of pericyclic reactions should
should be intermediate between the electronic ground states of the
starting material and product.
Obviously, the most stable transition state will be one which conserves the symmetry of the reactant orbitals
in passing to product orbitals.
In other words, a symmetric (S) orbital in the reactant must transform into a symmetric orbital in the product
and that an asymmetric (A) orbital must transform into an asymmetric orbital.
If the symmetries of the reactants and product orbitals are not the same, the reacti
reaction will not take place in a
concerted manner.
If symmetry is conserved during the course of the reaction then reaction will take place and process is known
as symmetry allowed process.
If symmetry is not conserved during the course of the reaction, the reaction
reaction is known as symmetry-forbidden
process.
The energy of the transition state (i.e.,
( , energy of activation of the transition state) of symmetry allowed
process is always lower than the symmetry
symmetry-forbidden process.
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Electrocyclic Reactions
An electrocyclic reaction is the concerted interconversion of a conjugated polyene and a cycloalkene. Electrocyclic
reactions are induced either thermally or photochemically. All electrocyclic reactions are reversible reactions.
Open-chain partner of the reaction
tion is always conjugated system whereas cyclic partner may or may not contain
conjugated system.
In electrocyclic reactions either a ring is formed with the generation of a new σ bond and the loss of a π bond
(i.e.,, gain of one σ bond and loss of one π b
bond) or ring is broken with the loss of one σ bond and gain of one π
bond.
C 2
CH

hν or Δ

CH2

CH2

Δ or hν

CH2
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The electrocyclic reactions can be classified into two categories:
(i)) Electrocyclic opening of the ring, and
(ii)) Electrocyclic closure of the conjugated system.
In electrocyclic closure of the ring (or ring closing electrocyclic reaction) if the π system of the open-chain
open
partner
contains kπ
π electrons, the corresponding cyclic partner contains (k
( – 2)π electrons and one additional σ bond.
In ring opening electrocyclic reaction if ring partner contains kπ
π electrons, the open chain partner will contain ((k +
2)π electrons with the loss of one σ bond.

There

are

two

possible

electrocyclic

stereochemistries

for

the

ring-opening
opening

and

ring
ring-closing

of

reactions.

1. Con rotatory process:
This σ (sigma)) bond may break in two ways. First,, the two atomic orbital components of the σ (sigma) bond may
both rotate in the same direction, clockwise or counter
counter-clockwise. This process is known as conrotatory motion.

2. Dis rotatory process:
Second,, the atomic orbitals may rotate in opposite directions, one clockwise and the other counter
counter-clockwise. This
process of ring-opening
opening is known as disrotatory motion.
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The substituents present on the carbons of the rotating orbitals may also rotate in the direction of the
rotating orbitals. Thus in the conrotatory motion substituents rotate in the same direction and in disrotatory
motion substituents rotate in the opposite directions.

On the basis of these experimental results the stereochemistry of electro cyclic reactions can be summarized as:
 Thermally induced electrocyclic reactions involving 4
4nπ
π electrons requ
require conrotatory motion. Under
similar conditions, electrocyclic reactions involving (4n
(4 + 2)π electrons follow disrotatory motion.
 Photo-induced
induced electrocyclic reactions involving 4
4nπ
π electrons require disrotatory motion. Under similar
conditions, electrocyclic
yclic reactions involving (4
(4n + 2)π electrons follow conrotatory motion.
motion
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Methods of predicting the nature and stereochemical modes of electrocyclic reactions:
Depending on the number of π electrons involved and stereochemical mode of the electrocyclic reactions
theymay be either thermal or photochemical in nature. The prediction may done by three different methods
namely:
1. Correlation diagram method
2. Frontier molecular orbital method
3. Perturbational molecular orbital method.
Correlation diagram method
 The diagram that shows the correspondence in energy and symmetry between relevant reactant and
product orbitals is called orbital correlation diagram or simply correlation diagram.
 This method can be used for any pericyclic reaction, but is usually utilised only for electrocyclic reactions.
 Correlation diagram is based on the fundamental rule of the conservation of orbital symmetry as proposed
by Woodward and Hoffmann.
 According to this rule orbital symmetry has to be conserved throughout the course of reaction in
concerted reactions. Thus, as a concerted reaction proceeds it must do so with conservation of orbital
symmetry.
 This means that a symmetric orbital in the starting material must transform into a symmetric orbital in the
product and that an asymmetric orbital must transform into an asymmetric orbital.
 The orbitals that correlate (transform into each other) are connected by lines keeping in view that there is
correlation between orbitals of same symmetry having minimum energy difference.
 The diagram is constructed as follows: in separate columns the relevant orbitals of reactant and product
are listed in their order of relative energies; each orbital is classified on the basis of the symmetry
elements retained at all points along the reaction coordinate; line are drawn between the reactant and
product orbitals connecting the lowest energy orbitals of the same symmetry type.
The following two conclusions can be drawn by correlation diagram:
(i)
Thermal transformation is symmetry allowed reaction when the ground state orbitals of the
reactant correlate with ground state orbitals of the product.
(ii)
Photochemical transformation is symmetry allowed when first excited state orbitals of the
reactant correlate with first excited state orbitals of the product.
Non-Crossing rule:
“Energy levels of same symmetry will not cross each other”

According to this rule two energy levels or orbitals having same symmetry cannot have same energies at any cost.
Usually the level with higher energy is further raised in energy and the one with lower is still lowered. So care has
to be taken while correlating the energy levels that the lines joining the levels of same symmetry do not cross each
other.
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Correlation diagram for disrotatory
rotatory ring closure of 1,3
1,3-butadine to cyclobutene
1. An electrocyclic reaction is a concerted and cyclic process in which reactant orbitals transform into
product orbitals.
2. The transition state of such reactions should be intermediate between the electronic ground states of
starting material and product.
produc
3. Obviously, the most stable transition state will be the one that conserves the symmetry of the reactant
orbitals in passing to product orbitals.
4. In other words, a symmetric (S) orbital in the reactant must transform into a symmetric orbital in the
product and an antisymmetric (A) orbital must transform into an antisymmetric orbital.
5.

If the symmetries of the reactant and product orbitals are not the same, the reaction will not take place in
a concerted manner.

6. Let us exemplify the above principle by analyzing the cyclobutenebutadiene transformation.
7. The symmetry properties of molecular orbitals of cyclobutene and butadiene are expressed in the
following figure.

8.

In the case of the disrotatory ring opening, cyclobutene preserves a plane of symmetr
symmetry (m) throughout
the transformation while a two
two-fold
fold (C2) symmetry axis is maintained at all times in the conrotatory mode
of ring opening.
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9.

The orbitals of cyclobutene that are directly involved are σ and π, and the related antibonding orbitals
are σ* and
d π*; these orbitals pass on to the four p-molecular
p molecular orbitals of butadiene, viz., Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3, and
Ψ4.

10. All these orbitals are listed in order of increasing energy along with their mirror plane and C2 symmetry
properties.
11. In the ground state of cyclobutene and butadiene, only σ, π and Ψ1, Ψ2 orbitals are filled with electron
pairs.
12. It is easy to analyze an electrocyclic reaction by constructing a correlation diagram, which is simply a
diagram showing the possible transfor
transformation
mation of reactant orbitals to product orbitals.
13. Let us first analyze a disrotatory opening of cyclobutene in which mirror plane symmetry (m) is
maintained.
14. In constructing this correlation diagram we have simply connected, by lines, the various orbitals of
cyclobutene and butadiene keeping in mind that there is correlation between orbitals of the same
symmetry having minimal energy differences.
15. We expect a thermal transformation to take place only when the ground state orbitals of the reactants
correlate
te with the ground state orbitals of the products. Although in figure the cyclobutene ground state
σ-orbital
orbital correlates with the butadiene ground state orbital Ψ1, the π-orbital
π
of the former does not
correlate with Ψ2 of the latter. Instead, it correlates with Ψ3, which are an excited state and an
antibonding orbital. Thermal
Therm transformation of cyclobutene-butadiene
butadiene system by disrotatory process is
thus symmetry-forbidden.
forbidden.
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16. Irradiation of cyclobutene produces the first excited state in which an electron is promoted from π to π*
orbital, and in this case σ, π, and π* orbitals of
of cyclobutene correlate with Ψ1, Ψ2, and Ψ3 orbitals of
butadiene. In other words, the first excited state of cyclobutene correlates with the first excited state of
butadiene, and hence disrotatory ring opening (ring closing) is photochemically a symmetry-allowed
symmetry
process.

Correlation diagram for disrotatory ring closure of 1,3
1,3-butadine to cyclobutene

E
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Correlation diagram for con-rotatory
rotatory ring closure of 1,3-butadine
1,3
to cyclobutene

E
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CH2
CH2

E
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Frontier Molecular Orbital method:
Although it is more fruitful to construct a correlation diagram for the detailed analysis of an electrocyclic reaction,
there is, nevertheless, an alternative method that also enables us to reach similar conclusions.
In this approach, which is extremely simple, our only guide is the symmetry of the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of the open-chain
chain partner in an electrocyclic reaction. If this orbital has a C2 symmetry, then the
reaction follows a conrotatory path, and if it has a mirror
mirror plane symmetry, a disrotatory mode is observed.
The explanation for this alternative approach is based on the fact that overlapping of wave functions of the same
sign is essential for bond formation.
We have already seen that the symmetry of an or
orbital
bital depends upon the number of nodes. If the number of
node(s) is zero or an even integer, the orbital will be symmetric with respect to m and antisymmetric with respect
to C2. However, the symmetry properties are reversed if the number of nodes is an odd
od integer.
For example, in the ground state of butadiene, which is the open-chain
chain partner in the butadiene-cyclobutene
butadiene
interconversion,

Ψ2
2

is

the

highest

occupied

molecular

orbital,

and

since

it

has

one node and displays C2 symmetry, thermal ring closure is a conrotatory process. Irradiation of butadiene
promotes an electron from Ψ2
2 to Ψ3, which then becomes the highest occupied molecular orbital, and since Ψ3
has mirror symmetry (two nodes), disrotation is required for photochemical ring closure.
closure
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Similarly, in the hexatriene-cyclohexadiene transformation, the HOMOs of the open-chain partner under thermal
and photochemical conditions are Ψ3 and Ψ4, respectively. As expected, the reaction proceeds by disrotation on
heating and by conrotation under photochemical conditions.

Hϋckel – Mobius Method / Perturbational Molecular Orbital method:
Another method for quickly assessing whether a given pericyclic process is allowed is to examine
the cyclic array of orbitals at the transition state of the pericyclic reaction. This method was
popularized by H. Zimmerman and M.J.S. Dewar.
Hückel rule of aromaticity states that a monocyclic planar conjugated
system is aromatic if it has (4n + 2) π conjugated or delocalised electrons and consequently stable in ground state.
Similarly, monocyclic planar conjugated system is anti-aromatic if it has (4n) π conjugated or delocalized electrons.
This system is unstable in ground state. However, further calculation shows that these rules are reversed by the
presence of a node in the array of atomic orbitals. Thus, system with (4n + 2) π electrons and a node is
antiaromatic while system with (4n) π electrons and a node is aromatic.
A cyclic transition state is said to be aromatic or isoconjugated with the
corresponding aromatic system if the number of the conjugated atoms and that of the π (pi) electrons involved
are the same as in the corresponding aromatic system. Similarly, a cyclic transition state is said to be antiaromatic
or isoconjugated with the corresponding antiaromatic system if the number of conjugated atoms and that of the π
(pi) electrons involved are the same as in the corresponding antiaromatic system. We have only to consider a
cyclic array of atomic orbitals representing those orbitals which undergo change in the transition state and assign
signs to the wave function in the best manner for overlap. Then the number of nodes in the array and
number of electrons involved are counted from the number of nodes and number of π electrons involved, the
aromatic nature is predicted.
The steps involved in PMO method are as follows


Define a basis set of 2p-atomic orbitals for all atoms involved (1s for hydrogen atoms).



Then connect the orbital lobes that interact in the starting materials.



Now let the reaction start and then we identify the new interactions that are occurring at the transition
state.



Depending upon the number of electrons in the cyclic array of orbitals and whether the orbital interaction
topology corresponds to a Huckel-type system or Mobius-type system, conclude about the feasibility of the
reaction under thermal and photochemical conditions
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In the case of butadiene to cyclobutene interconversion (4n π-electron
π electron system), a disrotatory mode of ring closure
leads to a Huckel array, which is antiaromatic
a
with 4n π-electrons
electrons , Therefore, the disrotatory mode of reaction is
thermally forbidden. However, a conrotatory mode of ring closure uses a Mobius array, which is aromatic with 4n
-electrons.
electrons. Therefore, the reaction is thermally allowed in thi
this mode.

Similarly, for the hexatriene-cyclohexadiene
cyclohexadiene system having (4nπ+ 2) p
p-electrons
electrons . In this case, a disrotatory mode
of ring closure leads to a Huckel array, which is aromatic with (4nπ+ 2) p-electrons.
p electrons. Therefore, the disrotatory
mode of reaction now becomes thermally all
allowed.
owed. However, a conrotatory mode of ring closure uses a Mobius
array, which is antiaromatic with (4nπ+2) pp electrons. Therefore, the reaction is thermally forbidden in this mode.
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Cycloaddition reactions:
The reaction in which two or more unsaturated systems join together to give a cyclic adduct that possesses lesser
bond multiplicity is called a cycloaddition reaction. When the joining π-systems
π systems belong to same molecule, then it is
known as intramolecular cycloaddition reaction. In intermolecular cycloaddition reactions, the joining π-systems
π
are from different molecules. T he reaction is said to be cycloreversion when reversal of cycloaddition takes place.

Cycloaddition
ycloaddition reactions offer a versatile route for the synthesis of cyclic compounds with a high
degree of stereo selectivity under thermal and photochemical conditions. These reactions consist of the addition
of a system of p π-electrons
electrons to a system of q π-electrons
electrons to form a cyclic product having [(p -2) (q- 2)] π-electrons.
Depending upon the number of π-electrons
π electrons participating in the reorganization process of electrons, these
reactions are termed [p +q] or [p + q +...] cycloaddition reactions.

Since in a typical cycloaddition reaction there is addition of two unsaturated systems, it is logical to expect the
addition to occur on the same or the opposite faces of the system involved. Furthermore, as both the p-systems
p
are undergoing addition, it is necessary
necessary to specify these modes of addition on each of them especially to discuss
and understand the stereochemistry of the product. These different modes have been termed as suprafacial (on
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the same side) and antarafacial (on the opposite side) and are shown in Figure.

.

Pericyclic reactions in which p-orbitals
p
at the ends of the π-component
component of each system overlap and
form the new σ-bonds
bonds on the same surface are called suprafacial cycloaddition. Almost all pericyclic cycloaddition
reactions are suprafacial on both systems and thus the stereochemistry is maintained due to their concerted
nature. This specification is usually made by placing a suitable subscript (s or a) after the number referring to the
π-component.
For example the most comm
common cycloaddition, Diel’s-Alder
Alder reaction, may be represented as a
process involving [π4s+ π2s] cycloaddition or simply [4s+ 2s] cycloaddition. Similarly, cycloaddition between two
ethene molecules to give cyclobutane may be represented as a process involvin
involving [π2s +π2s] cycloaddition or
simply [2s + 2s] cycloaddition.
Pericyclic reactions in which p-orbitals
p
at the ends of the π-component
component of each system overlap and
form the new π-bonds
bonds on the opposite surface are called antarafacial cycloaddition. In actual practice,
straightforward antarafacial attack is rare because it is sterically difficult for one σ
σ-system to suffer this type of
attack by another p-system,
system, and needs at least one usually long and flexible unsaturated system.
system
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Predictions for feasibility of cycloadditions:
Correlation diagram method:
In this approach, symmetry properties of the various molecular orbitals (MOs) of the bonds being
involved in breaking and formation process during the reaction are considered and identified with respect to
elements of symmetry (C2 and m)) that are preserved throughout the reaction.
Then a correlation diagram is drawn in which the MO levels of like symmetry of the reactants are
connected to that of the products by lines. If the symmetry of MOs of the reactant matches with that of the
product in the ground state, then the reaction is thermally allowed, and if the symmetry of MOs of the reactant
matches with that of the product in the first excited state, then the reaction is photochemically allowed.

If the symmetries
mmetries of the reactant and product molecular orbitals differ, the reaction does not
occur in a concerted manner. It must be noted that a symmetry element becomes irrelevant when orbitals
involved in the reaction are all symmetric or antisymmetric
antisymmetric. In short, during the transformation, symmetry
properties of the reactants and products remain conserved
conserved.
Let us consider the [π2s +π2s] cycloaddition. For a simple example, the approach of the two ethene
molecules is considered as parallel. There are two sym
symmetry
metry planes present in the starting materials, transition
state
and
the
product. Horizontal (σh) plane of symmetry is the mirror plane between the components perpendicular to the pp
orbitals; vertical (σv) plane of symmetry splits the molecules in half perpendicular
perpendicular to the ss-bonds. These planes
shall be referred to as 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted that the two planes containing the ethene units are
not

considered as the symmetry elements for the [π2s + π2s] cycloaddition.
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More symmetry in the system less will be energy of the system for π as well as σ orbitals. Energy of π (pi) system
is
as
follows
in
increasing
order:
ss
sa
as
aa
Energy of σ (sigma)) system is as follow in increasing order: ss as sa aa.
Before constructing the correlation diagram the orbitals must be classified on the basis of
symmetry of the orbitals twice over once for the plane bisecting the π bonds represented by the vertical line, i.e.,
σv (or 1) and then for the plane between the two ethylene molecules, the horizontal line, i.e., σh (or 2). Thus, the
lowest energy orbital in the starting materials is the bonding combination ψ1 (both ψ1 has mirror symmetry) of
the bonding π orbitals. This orbital has both symmetry (and hence represented
represented as s, s). The next orbital up is the
antibonding combination of ψ2 (both ψ2 has m-symmetry)
symmetry) of the two bonding π orbitals. This orbital has σ
σv
symmetry and σh asymmetry so it is classified as sa.
The next orbital up is the bonding combination of ψ*3 (both ψ*3 has C2-symmetry) of the
two antibonding π orbitals. This orbital has σv
σ asymmetry and σh symmetry so it is classified as as. The next orbital
up is the antibonding combination of ψ4* (both ψ4* has C2-symmetry)
symmetry) of the two antibonding π orbitals. This
orbital has σv as well as σh asymmetry so it is classified as aa.. Thus, the orbitals of the interacting ethylenes are
the result of forming bonding and antibonding combination of π and π* orbitals of two ethylene molecules. The
interacting σ orbitals are similar combination of the σ (σ1, s, s and σ2, a, s)) and σ* (σ3*, sa and σ4*, aa) .
On the basis of the above information, a correlation diagram is drawn in which the levels of like symmetry are
connected by lines.
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A

close

examination
on

of

the

diagram

leads

us

to

the

following

two

conclusions:

1.

The ground state orbitals of ethylene correlate with an excited state of cyclobutane,
ψ12ψ22 σ12σ3*Consequently, the combination of two ground state ethylene molecules cannot result in
the formation of ground state cyclobutane while conserving the orbital symmetry. Hence the thermal
process is symmetry-forbidden.
forbidden.
2. As there is correlation between the first excited state of the ethylene and cyclobutane,
ψ12ψ2ψ3* σ12σ2σ3* the photochemical process is symmetry allowed.
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Frontier Molecular Orbital Method:
1. According to this method, the feasibility of a cycloaddition reaction depends upon the symmetry properties of
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of one reactant and the lowest uno
unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the other.
2. A favorable bonding interaction is possible only when the phases of the lobes of the interacting orbitals in the
HOMO and LUMO are the same. In the [π2s + π2s] cycloaddition of ethene to form cyclobutane, lob
lobes of
HOMO in one molecule and that of LUMO in the other do not have the same signs and hence the reaction is
thermally forbidden.
3. Irradiation of ethene, however, promotes an electron to the antibonding orbital, which now becomes HOMO
and corresponds with the LUMO of the second unexcited ethane molecule. As expected, the combination now
proceeds smoothly

4. An interesting situation arises in the case of [p2s þ p2a] cycloaddition, where the ground state interaction
allows the reaction to proceed under thermal
thermal conditions. The reaction is suprafacial with respect to the
HOMO component and antarafacial with respect to the LUMO component.
5. Although this reaction is favorable in terms of overlap of the orbitals, it is not a common reaction because of
geometric reasons.
asons. The requirement of substituents on one alkene to be oriented directly toward the
molecular plane of the second alkene is rather a sterically unfavorable situation
6. It occurs in some very specific cases (for example, ketenes) where steric congestion is reduced
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Perturbation Molecular Orbital (PMO) Method
1. Hückel rule of aromaticity states that a monocyclic planar conjugated system is aromatic if it has (4n
(4 + 2)π
conjugated or delocalized electrons and consequently stable in ground state.
2. Similarly, monocyclic planar conjugated system is anti
anti-aromatic
aromatic if it has (4
(4n)π conjugated or delocalized
electrons. This system is unstable in ground state. However, further calculation shows that these
rules are reversed by the presence of a node in the array of atomic orbitals.
3. Thus system with (4n + 2)π electrons and a node is anti-aromatic
anti aromatic while system with (4
(4n)π electrons and a
node is aromatic.
4. If system has no node then it is called Hückel system and array is called Hückel array. Similarly, if system
has node then it is called Mobius system and array is called Mobius array.
5. Application of above rules to cycloaddition reactions led to the generalisation that thermal reactions
take place via aromatic transition state whereas photochemical reactions p
proceed via antiaromatic
transition state.
6. In case of [π2s + π2s]
2s] cycloaddition (4n π-electron
π
system), a supra -supra
supra mode of addition leads to a
Huckel array, which is antiaromatic with 4n π-electrons.
π
Therefore, the supra
supra-supra mode of reaction is
thermally forbidden and photochemically allowed.
7. However, a supra-antara mode of addition uses a Mobius array, which is aromatic with 4n p-electrons.
p
Therefore, [π2s + π2a] cycloaddition reaction is thermally allowed and photochemically forbidden.

(4+2) Cycloaddition reactions
Correlation diagram may also be constr
constructed to predict feasibility of Diels
Diels-Alder reaction which is (π4s+π2s)
cycloaddition. Results have been found in conformity with observed fact that reaction is thermally feasible. In
Diels-Alder reaction only m-plane
plane of symmetry is conserved. Symmetry properties
properties and correlation diagram for
Diels-Alder
Alder reaction is given below:
below
Correlation Diagram for (4+2) cycloaddition (Diels-Alder
(Diels
reaction)For
For correlation diagram of [4 + 2] cycloaddition
this can be done by the following steps:
1. The concerted reaction between the unsaturated systems is drawn with indicating the migration of
electrons by curly arrows for the backward and forward reaction. Any substituent(s) present in any
reactant (in this case diene and dienophile) symmetrical or unsymmetrical do not d
disturb the symmetry of
the orbitals directly involved.
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2.

The curly arrow helps to focus on what they are, i.e., which orbitals are undergoing change. For the
starting materials, they are the π (pi) orbitals (ψ1, ψ2, ψ3* and ψ4*) of diene unit and π (pi) orbitals (π
and π*) of the dienophile. For the product, they are the π bond (π and π* orbitals) and two newly formed
σ bonds (σ1, σ2, σ3* and σ4*).
3. In the next step a symmetry element is identified; which is maintained throughout the reaction, i.e., the
same symmetry should be present in reactants, cyclic transition state and product. The symmetry may be
of one or two types (σv and σh).
4. In Diels-Alder reaction there is only one symmetry element and that is vertical plane of symmetry,
bisecting the bond between C-2 and C-3 of the diene and the double bond of the dienophile.

5. The orbitals are arranged in the increasing order of energy (vertical on the paper) with the reactants on
the left and the product(s) on the right.
6. Besides each energy level, orbitals showing signs of the lobes of atomic orbitals are drawn.
7. Symmetries of the orbitals with respect to σv or σh or both (which one is possible) of reactant and product
are assigned. In this case symmetry is σv.
8. The orbital correlation diagram is constructed following the assumption that an orbital
in the starting material must feed into an orbital of same symmetry in the product,
draw lines connecting the orbitals of the starting materials to those of the products
nearest in energy (i.e., energy difference between correlating orbitals of reactant and
product should be minimum and of the same symmetry.
9. Thus ψ1(s) connects to σ1 (s), π(s) to π(s) and ψ2(a) connect to σ2(a) and similarly with unoccupied
orbitals ψ3*(s) connects to σ 3*, π* (a) connects to π* (a) and ψ4* (a) connects to σ4* (a).
10. Since ground state orbitals of reactants correlate with the ground state orbitals of the product therefore
Diels-Alder reaction is thermally allowed.

11. On the other hand, photochemical transformation is not possible as the first excited state of the reactant
does not correlate with the first excited state of the product. Rather it correlates with the upper excited
state of the product.
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Frontier Molecular Orbital Method ( FMO method)
1. According to this method, the feasibility of a cycloaddition reaction depends upon the symmetry
properties of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of one reactant and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the other.
2. A favorable bondingg interaction is possible only when the phases of the lobes of the interacting
orbitals in the HOMO and LUMO are the same.
3. There are two different types of HOMO -LUMO interactions possible as shown below.
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4. Since the phases of the 1,4-lobes
1,4
of the HOMO off butadiene match with those in the LUMO of ethene,
the [π4s + π2s]
2s] cycloaddition is thermally allowed.
5. By considering the symmetries of LUMO of butadiene and the HOMO of ethane also similar result can
be obtained. However, on energetic grounds the latter interaction will make a smaller contribution
than the former.
Perturbational molecular Orbital Method:
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1. Hückel rule of aromaticity states that a monocyclic planar conjugated system is aromatic if it has (4n
(4 + 2)π
conjugated or delocalized electrons and consequently stable in ground state.
2. Similarly, monocyclic planar conjugated system is anti
anti-aromatic
aromatic if it has (4
(4n)π conjugated or delocalized
electrons. This system is unstable in ground state. However, further calculation shows that these
rules are reversed by the presence of a node in the array of atomic orbitals.
3. Thus system with (4n + 2)π electrons and a node is anti-aromatic
anti aromatic while system with (4
(4n)π electrons and a
node is aromatic.
4. If system has no node then it is called Hückel system and array is called Hückel array. Similarly, if system
has node then it is called Mobius system and array is called Mobius array.
5. Application of above rules to cycloaddition reactions led to the generalisation that the
thermal reactions
take place via aromatic transition state whereas photochemical reactions proceed via antiaromatic
transition state.

Diels-Alder Reaction
Diels-Alder
Alder reaction is the best known [4 + 2] cycloaddition reaction. This reaction is thermally allowed.
Diels-Alder
Alder reactions occur between a conjugated diene and an alkene (or alkyne), usually called the dienophile.
1. The diene of the Diels-Alder
Alder reaction is electron rich, while the dienophile is electron poor. Some Diels-Alder
Diels
reactions with electron-poor
poor dienes and electron-rich
electron rich dienophiles are also known, but these are relatively
rare.
2. Simple dienes such as 1, 3-butadiene
butadiene are sufficiently electron-rich
rich to be effective dienes for Diels-Alder
Diels
reaction. The presence of electron releasing groups such as alkyl groups, phenyl groups or alkoxy groups may
further enhance the reactivity of dienes.
3. The diene component of the Diels-Alder
Diels
reaction can be open-chain
chain or cyclic but it must have s-cis
conformation. Butadiene normally prefers the s-trans conformation with the two double bonds as far away
from each other as possible for steric reasons.
4. The barrier to rotation about the central σ bond is small
small (about 30 kJ/mole at 25°C) and rotation to the less
favorable but reactive s-cis conformation is rapid.
5. Cyclic dienes that are permanently in the s-cis conformation are exceptionally good for Diels
Diels-Alder reaction.
On the other hand, cyclic dienes that are permanently in the s-trans conformation and cannot adopt the s-cis
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conformation will not give the Diels
Diels-Alder
Alder reaction at all. If the diene is in the s-trans conformation, the
dienophile could not ‘reach’’ both ends of the diene at the same time.

Do not undergo Diels-Alder
Alder reaction

The Dienophile
1. The most common dienophiles are the electron
electron-poor alkenes and alkynes.
2. Since electron-poor
poor alkenes and alkynes are prone to react with a diene, these are called dienophiles (lover of
dienes). Thus the
he simple alkenes and alkynes such as ethylene and acetylene are not good dienophiles.
3. A good dienophile generally has one or more electron-withdrawing
electron withdrawing groups pulling
electron density away from the π bond.
4. Dienophiles that do undergo the Diels-Alder
Diels
reaction
tion include conjugated carbonyl compounds, nitro
compounds, nitriles, sulphones, arylalkenes, arylalkynes, vinyl ethers, vinyl esters, haloalkenes and dienes.
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Mechanism of Diels-Alder
Alder Reaction
1. The mechanism of the Diels-Alder
Diels
reaction is a simultaneouss cyclic movement of six electrons: four in the
diene and two in the dienophile.
2. The simple representation of the mechanism shown below is fairly accurate. This is called a concerted
reaction because all the bond making and bond breaking occurs simultaneously.
simultaneo
3. For these three pairs of electrons to move simultaneously, however, the transition state must have a
geometry that allows overlap of the two end p-orbitals
orbitals of the diene with those of the dienophile.

4. There are three major stereochemical features of the Diels-Alder
Alder reaction that are controlled by the
requirements of the T.S.
a. s-cis conformation of the diene:

This mechanism explain why the diene should be in s-cis conformation.Diels-Alder
conformation.Diels
reaction
is a one step reaction that proceeds through
through a cyclic transition state.

Bond formation occurs at both ends of the diene system, and the Diels
Diels-Alder transition state
involves a cyclic array of six carbons and six π electrons.

For this the diene adopts the s-cis conformation in the transition state.
state When the diene is in
the s-trans conformation, the end p-orbitals
orbitals are too far apart to overlap with the p-orbitals
of the dienophile.

Structural feature that aid or hinder the diene in achieving the s-cis conformation affect its
ability to participate in the Diels
Diels-Alder reaction.

Thus the diene with functional groups that hinder the s-cis
cis conformation react slower than
butadiene. Dienes with functional groups that hinder the s--trans conformation react faster
than butadiene.

b. syn
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stereochemistry: The Diels-Alder
Diels
reaction is a syn addition with respect to
both the diene and dienophile. The dienophile adds to one face of the diene, and the diene adds
to one face of the dienophile. It can be seen from the transition state that there is no
opportunity for any of the substituents that are on the same side of the diene or dienophile
will be cis on the newly formed ring. Thus, the stereochemistry of the diene and dienophile are
preserved during the adduct form
formation.
Stereochemistry of adduct due to stereochemistry of the dienophile:
The Diels-Alder
Alder reaction is stereospecific. Substituents that are cis in the dienophile remain
cis in the product; substituents that are trans in the dienophile remain trans in the product.

Stereochemistry of the product due to the stereochemistry in the diene:
The product stereochemistry is controlled by the geometry of the diene. This is slightly more
complicated as the diene can be cis, cis; trans, trans or cis, trans. Terminal vinylic carbons (1 and 4 in
butadiene) of the s-cis
cis diene contain two substituents. One is designated as outside group and other is
designated as inside group of the diene. For example,
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Outside groups at C-1 and C-4
4 are always trans to each other. Similarly, two inside groups at C
C-1 and C-4 are cis to
each other. As mentioned earlier that the Diels-Alder
Diels Alder reaction is stereospecific. According to the structure of the
transition state of the Diels-Alder
Alder reaction the outside substituents of the diene are always below the plane of the
new six-membered
membered ring of the adduct ). Thus the inside substituents of the diene should always be above the plane
of the new six-membered
membered ring of the adduct.

c. Endo and Exo stereochemistry:
 The Diels-Alder
Alder reaction will produce a bicyclic ring system if the diene is monocyclic.
 Cyclic dienes are particularly reactive in Diels-Alder
Diels Alder reaction because the two double bonds are
held in an s-cis conformation in five or six-membered
six membered rings. This can be seen in the reaction of 1,
3-cyclopentadiene
cyclopentadiene with methyl propenoate.
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What will be the relative stereochemistry of the methylene bridge and the substituent (in this case COOCH3)? Will
they be cis or trans to one another? Asking these questions is the same as
asking whether the substituent will be endo or exo in the product. An orientation is said to be
endo meaning that the substituent is trans to the bridge carbon or substituent projects into the cavity on the
concave
side
of
the
bicyclic
ring.
Similarly,
an
orientation
is
said
to
be
exo
meaning that the substituent is cis to the bridge carbon or substituent projects out of the
cavity on the concave side of the bicyclic ring.
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 The exo product is expected to be more stable than the endo product for steric reasons.
 In exo product the exo substituent points away from the more congested part, i.e., bicyclic ring but in
endo product the endo substituent points towards the more congested par
part. Thus steric repulsion in endo
is more than the exo.. Due to this reason exo is expected to be more stable than the endo.
 But in practice it has been found that if the diene has a π bond in its electron
electron-withdrawing group then the
endo product is more stable
ble than the expected exo product.
 This stereochemical preference for the endo position is often called the endo rule. The reaction of 1, 3butadiene with methyl propenoate produces three times as much as endo as exo product.
 Endo product is major product
produc due to the secondary interactions.

Secondary interactions:
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The double bonds of the cyclopentadiene are held in the s-cis
s cis conformation. This makes the cyclopentadiene so
reactive in the DielseAlder reaction that it dimerizes at room temperature. One molecule acts as the diene and the
other as the dienophile to form dicyclopentadiene. The dicyclopentadiene formed has the ring of dienophile in an
endo orientation to the cyclopentadiene ring that acts as the diene. Usually, substituents on the dienophile are
found to be endo in the adduct if the substituents contain the p
p-bonds
bonds due to favorable secondary interactions.
Orientation Effects in Diels-Alder
Alder Reaction:
Even when the diene and dienophile are both unsymmetrically substituted, the DielsAlder product is usually a
single isomer rather than a mixture. The product is the isomer that results from orienting the diene and dienophile
so that we can imagine a hypothetical reaction intermediate with a “push-pull”
“push pull” flow of electrons from the
electron-donating
donating group to the electron-withdrawing
electron
group.
Case I: When electron-donating
donating group (D) is present on the middle carbon of the diene.

if

electron-donating
donating group is present either at C-2
C or at C-3
3 then in this case product is always 1, 4 an
and not 1, 3
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Case II: When an electron-donating
donating group is present at terminal carbon of the diene

Thus, if electron-donating
donating group is present either at C-1
C or C-4
4 then in this case the product is always 1, 2 and not
1, 3.

*******
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Sigmatropic Rearrangements
Sigmatropic rearrangements are another class of concerted pericyclic reactions governed by
orbital symmetry. This rearrangement involves a concerted reorganisation of electrons during which a group
attached by a σ (sigma) bond migrates to the terminus of an adjacent π (pi) electron system. The reactions are
called sigmatropic rearrangement because a σ (sigma) bond appears to move from one place to another during
the reaction. There is a simultaneous shift of the π (pi) electrons. The number of the π (pi) and σ (sigma) bonds
remain separately unchanged. Sigmatropic shift is defined as [i, j]-order migration of a sigma-bond which is
flanked by one or more Pi-electron systems from its original position i to new position j. Based on i and j values
sigmatropic shifts are classified as [1,3], [1,5], [1,7] and [3,3] shifts.
Sigmatropic rearrangements are classified by a double numbering system (i, j or m, n) that
refers to the relative positions of the atom or group involved in the migration. This method of classification is
different from those for cycloaddition or electrocyclic reactions which are classified by the number of π (pi)
electrons involved in the cyclic transition state. The method used in classifying sigmatropic rearrangement is best
explained by the following examples.

In sigmatropic rearrangement substrate can be divided in two parts: Alkenyl (or polyalkenyl) chain and migrating
group. All substrates have at

least one allylic carbon in
alkenyl chain for sigmatropic rearrangement.
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Stereochemical
tereochemical modes of sigmatropic shifts
Since a sigmatropic reaction involves the migration of a ss-bond across the p-electron
system, there are two different stereochemical courses by which the process may occur. When the migrating sbond moves across the same face of the conjugated system, it is called a suprafacial process whereas in
antarafacial process the migrating ss-bond is reformed on the opposite p-electron
electron face of the conjugated system.
The following [1,5] sigmatropic shifts illustrate both these processes and their stereochemical consequences

Suprafacial shift – same side

Antararafacial shift – opposite side
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The shift may occur with retention or inversion at the migrating group R.For example, the four possible
stereochemical outcomes of 1,3-sigmatropic
sigmatropic shift are illustrated below. Carbon atom C
C-4 can migrate to the top
(suprafacial) or bottom (antarafacial) of C
C-1
1 and in the process may undergo retention or inversion. The four
possibilities give rise to distinct products.

Analysis of Sigmatropic Rearrangements of Hydrogen
For the analysis of sigmatropic rearrangements, the correlation diagrams are not relevant
since it is only the transition state and not the reactants or products that may possess molecular symmetry
elements. However, these reactions can be analyzed satisfactorily by using frontier molecular orbital (FMO) and
perturbation molecular orbital (PMO) methods.
FMO Analysis of [1,3] Sigmatropic Rearrangements of Hydrogen
1. One of the ways to analyze sigmatropic rearrangements is to assume that the migrating bond undergoes
homolytic cleavage resulting in the formation of a pair of radicals.
2. As bonding characters are to be maintained throughout the course of the rearrangements, the most important
bonding
ng interaction will be between the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the two species
produced by this cleavage. This is to be expected, as it is these orbitals that contain the unpaired electrons.
3. We shall illustrate this analysis by examining
examining a [1,3] sigmatropic shift of hydrogen in which the homolytic
cleavage results in the production of a hydrogen atom and allyl radical.
4. The ground state electronic configuration of allyl radical is Ψ12 Ψ21. HOMO (Ψ2) of this radical has opposite
sign on the terminal lobes (C2 symmetry).
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5. Suprafacial [1,3] hydrogen shift under thermal condition is forbidden because there is no question of inversion
at this atom, which is bonded to the carbon atom through its spherically symmetrical 1s
1s-orbital.
6. Antarafacial [1,3] hydrogen shift is allowed only by the principles of orbital symmetry since the transition
state is a highly contorted species and the reaction is forbidden because of the steric inhibition involved in
such a process.
7. In the presence of light, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the ground state becomes HOMO of
the excited state known as photochemical HOMO. The excited state electronic configuration of allyl radical is
Ψ12 Ψ31.

8. Photochemical HOMO (Ψ3) of this radical has same sign on the terminal lobes (m symmetry), which permits
suprafacial [1,3] hydrogen shift.

1.
2.
3.

4.

FMO Analysis of [1,5] Sigmatropic Rearrangements of Hydrogen
The [1,5] sigmatropic shift of hydrogen or deuterium atom occurs via a suprafacial pathway under thermal
conditions.
The reaction can be analyzed by assuming that a homolytic cleavage results in the production of a hydrogen
atom and pentadienyl radical.
The ground state electronic configuration of pentadienyl radical is Ψ12 Ψ22 Ψ31. Since HOMO (Ψ3) of this
radical has similar sign on the terminal lobes (mirror symmetry), [1,5] suprafacial migration will be a thermally
allowed process.
The first excited state
tate of the pentadienyl radical has the configuration Ψ12 Ψ22 Ψ41and the symmetry
characteristics of HOMO (Ψ4) are thus reversed (C2 symmetry). Therefore, under photochemical conditions
[1,5] suprafacial migration is no longer possible and the shift has to
to be an antarafacial process.
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5. A similar analysis of such systems has led to the formulation of selection rules that state that if a sigmatropic
reaction of the order [i,j] (for hydrogen migration i = 1) has i + j = 4n + 2, then thermal reaction is suprafacial
and photochemical reaction will be antarafacial.
6. However, for those cases in which i + j = 4n, the rules are reversed and the thermal reactions are antarafacial
while the photochemical reaction will be suprafacial
suprafacial.
7. The selection rules for the sigmatropic shift of hydrogen by FMO method are given in the following table.

PMO Analysis of [i,j]
Sigmatropic
Rearrangements of Hydrogen
1. Sigmatropic reactions can be treated successfully by PMO method, and similar conclusions are arrived at as by
other approaches .
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2. For instance,[1,3] suprafacial shift of hydrogen occurs via a transition state with zero node and four electrons
(antiaromatic)) and thus is a photochemically allowed process, whereas the [1,3] antarafacial shift can occur via
a transition state with one node and four electrons (aromatic) and is thus a thermally allowed process.
3. Under thermal conditions, suprafacial [1,5] shift of
of hydrogen is allowed. Similar analysis of a [1,7] shift of
hydrogen shows that the antarafacial shift is thermally allowed.
+
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Cope Rearrangement (Anionic) Oxy-Cope Rearrangement
The Cope Rearrangement is the thermal isomerization of a 1,5-diene leading to a regioisomeric 1,5-diene. The
main product is the thermodynamically more stable regioisomer. The Oxy-Cope has a hydroxyl substituent on an
sp3-hybridized carbon of the starting isomer.

The driving force for the neutral or anionic Oxy-Cope Rearrangement is that the product is an enol or enolate
(resp.), which can tautomerize to the corresponding carbonyl compound. This product will not equilibrate back to
the other regioisomer.

The Oxy-Cope Rearrangement proceeds at a much faster rate when the starting alcohol is deprotonated, e.g. with
KH. The reaction is then up to 1017 times faster, and may be conducted at room temperature. Aqueous work up
then gives the carbonyl compound.
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Two transition states are possible, and the outcome of the reaction can be predicted on the basis of the most
favorable overlap of the orbitals of the double bond, as influenced by stereoelectronic factors:

Claisen Rearrangement

The aliphatic Claisen Rearrangement is a [3,3]-sigmatropic rearrangement in which an allyl vinyl ether is converted
thermally to an unsaturated carbonyl compound.The aromatic Claisen Rearrangement is accompanied by a
rearomatization:
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The etherification of alcohols or phenols and their subsequent Claisen Rearrangement under thermal conditions
makes possible an extension of the carbon chain of the molecule
Mechanism of the Claisen Rearrangement
The Claisen Rearrangement may be viewed as the oxa-variant of the Cope Rearrangement

The reaction proceeds preferably via a chair transition state. Chiral, enantiomerically enriched starting materials
give products of high optical purity.

A boat transition state is also possible, and can lead to side products:
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The aromatic Claisen Rearrangement is followed by a rearomatization:

When the ortho-position is substituted, rearomatization cannot take place. The allyl group must first undergo
a Cope Rearrangement to the para-position before tautomerization is possible

Unit-IV: Pericyclic Reactions
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Unit: 4 - Modern Synthetic Methods
Aim:
To introduce and familiarize the mechanistic information and applications of modern synthetic reactions which are
versatile and industrially important.

Objective:
 Understanding the mechanisms of the industrially important synthetic pathways leading to C-C bond
formations.
 Steady building the knowledge about the difficulties in industrial organic synthesis by studying reactions of the
most simple to highly constrained reacting systems.

Expected Outcome:
 A sound knowledge on the mechanistic pathways of the synthetic methods.
 How to choose a reacting system to get the desired target by using reliable reactions with atom economy.
 Knowing the constraints of each reaction and being able to choose between the available options.

Prerequisites:
 General organic reaction pathways.
 Concepts of chemo and regioselectivites.
 Coordinately unsaturated systems
 Oxadand Redel reactions.
 General principles of organic synthesis
 Knowledge in reterosynthesis (Preferred but not mandatory).
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Baylis- Hilman Reaction:

An alkene activated by an electron-withdrawing
withdrawing group(
group(often
often an acrylic ester is used) can react with an aldehyde or ketone in the
presence of catalytic amounts of a tertiary amine, to yield an hydroxyalkylated product. This reaction, known as the Baylis–Hillman
Baylis
reaction, leads to the formation of useful multifunctional
tifunctional products, e.g. ˛˛-methylene-ˇhydroxy carbonyl compounds with a chiral carbon center and various options for
consecutive reactions.
The reaction starts with the nucleophilic addition of a tertiary amine to the
alkene

bearing an electron-withdrawing
hdrawing group. The zwitterionicintermediate

thus

formed, has an activated carbon center ˛ to the carbonyl group, as represented by the
resonance structure The activated ˛-carbon
carbon acts as a nucleophilic center in a reaction with the electrophilic carbonyl carbon of the aldehyde or

ketone.
Apart from tertiary amines, the reaction may be catalyzed by phosphines,e.g. tri
tri-n-butylphosphine
butylphosphine or by diethylaluminiumiodide.When a
chiral catalyst, such as quinuclidin-3-ol is used in enantiomerically enriched form, an asymmetric Baylis–Hillman
Hillman reaction is possible. In the reaction
of ethyl vinylketone with an aromatic aldehyde in the presence of one enantiomer ofa chiral3
chiral3-(hydroxybenzyl)-pyrrolizidine
pyrrolizidine as base, the coupling
product has been obtainedin enantiomeric excesss of up to 70%
70%.
Applications:

Baylis – Hilman Reaction
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The Baylis–Hillman
Hillman reaction is usually carried out under mild conditions (0 C or room temperature). The reaction time varies from a few
minutes to even days. With the proper catalyst, good yields are possible. In the absence of an aldehyde or ketone as the electrophilic component, a
dimerization of the activated alkene can take place under the influence of the catalyst, as also observed as a side reaction under the usual reaction

conditions:
Apart from
m the acrylates discussed above, various other types of acceptorsubstituted alkenes can serve as substrates. As electronelectron
withdrawing substituents, aldehyde, keto or nitrile groups, as well as sulfur
sulfur- and phosphor-based
based substituents such as SOPh, SO2Ph and PO(OEt)2,
have found application. As the electrophilic component , some substrates containing appropriately substituted nitrogen instead
instea of the carbonyl
oxygen (e.g. DNCOOR, DNSO2Ph and DNp-Tosyl)
Tosyl) have been used successfully. Because of the large variety ooff possible starting materials and the
many possible subsequent reactions, the Baylis–Hillman
Hillman reaction has become an important method for the construction of carbon–carbon
carbon
bonds.

Baylis – Hilman Reaction
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Henry Reaction:
In 1895, L. Henry discovered that nitroalkanes were easily combined with aldehydes and ketones to give β-nitro
alcohols in the presence of a base.1,2 Since its discovery, the aldol condensation between nitroalkanes and carbonyl
compounds (nitro-aldol reaction)) has become a significant tool in the formation of C
C-C
C bonds and is referred to as the
Henry reaction.

The reaction is completely reversible in al steps. In the first step base abstracts αα- H too form an enolate ion which is resonance
stabilaized. This enolate attacks the carbonyl carbon of the other reactant to form ββ-nitro
nitro alkoxide. Reprotonation by the BH+
species produces the β-nitro alcohol.
The β-nitro
nitro alcohols are easily converted to other useful synthetic intermediates:
 Upon dehydration, nitroalkenes are formed that may be used as: a) dienes and dienophiles; b) Michael acceptors or
c) maskedketones (since the Nef reaction converts them to the corresponding
orresponding ketones);
 Oxidation
xidation of the secondary alcohol functionality affords α-nitro ketones;
 Reduction
eduction of the nitro group gives β-amino alcohols;


Radical denitration

Applications:

Henry reaction
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General features of the Henry reaction are:
1. Only a catalytic amount of base is necessary.
2. Both ionic and nonionic bases may be used such as alkali metal hydroxides, alkoxides, carbonates, sources of fluoride ion
(e.g., TBAF, KF, Al2O3-supported
supported KF), solid supported bases, rare earth metal salts, transition metal complexesand nonionic
organic nitrogen bases (e.g., amines, TMG, DBU, DBN, PAP
PAP).
3. The solvents and bases do not have significant influence on the outcome of the reaction.
4. The steric properties of thee reactants play an important role: hindered substrates (usually ketones) react slowly and side
reactions often occur; usually the β-nitro
nitro alcohols are formed as a mixture of diastereomers (syn and anti) but by modification
of the reaction conditions high levels of diast
diastereoselectivity can be achieved.
5. The stereocenter to which the nitro group is attached to is easy to epimerize
epimerize.

Henry reaction
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Nef Reaction:
In 1893, M. Konovalov observed that the treatment of the potassium salt of 11-phenylnitroethane
phenylnitroethane with dilute acid
(AcOH, H2SO4) led to the formation of 11-phenylnitroethane
phenylnitroethane and acetophenone.1 In 1894, J.U. Nef systematically
studied the acidic hydrolysis of several nitroparaffin sodium salts, while he was completely unaware of Konovalov's
experiments, and showed that the major product of all these reactions were the corresponding carbonyl compounds
Since Nef demonstrated the generality of this transformation, which he discovered independently, the conversion of
nitroalkanes into the corresponding carbonyl compounds is known as the Nef reaction.

The general features of thereaction are:
1) The product distribution is strongly influenced by the acid concentration, and for best res
results the ph need to be smaller than
unity
2) When the ph>1, a number of by-products
products such as oximes and hydroxynitrosocompounds can be formed; and
3) Original reaction conditions required the addition of the nitronate salt to thesolution of the acid to avoid the formation of
undesired products.


Oxidative methods allow the conversion of primary nitroalkanes into aldehydes or carboxylic acids, while secondary
nitroalkanes are converted to ketones



Reductive methods are available for the direct preparation of nitroalkanes to aldehydes,
hydes, ketones, or oximes carbonyl
compounds and oximes can also be preparedfrom nitroolefins (nitroalkenes) using various reducing agents.

Nef Reaction
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Mechanism:

The mechanism of the Nef reaction has been extensively studied. Under the original reaction conditions, the nitronate
salt is first protonated to give the nitronic acid, which after further protonation is attacked by a molecule of water. The
process is strongly dependent on the pH of the rreaction
eaction medium. Weakly acidic conditions favor the regeneration of
the nitro compound and by-product
product formation (oximes and hydroxynitroso compounds), whereas strongly acidic
medium (pH 1) promotes the formation of the carbonyl compound.
The

most

popular

reductive

method

(McMurray

modification

involving

TiCl3)

proceeds via a nitroso compound that tautomerizes to form an oxime and finally upon work
work--up the desired product is
obtained.

Applications:

Nef Reaction
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Kulinkovich Reaction:
In 1989, O.G. Kulinkovich reported that 11-alkylcyclopropanols
alkylcyclopropanols were formed when an excess of ethylmagnesium
bromide was added to simple carboxylic esters in the presence of one equivalent of titanium tetraisopropoxide.1 The reaction could
also be carried out with catalytic amounts of Ti(O
Ti(Oi-Pr)4
Pr)4 and only two equivalents of Grignard reagent was necessary. The titanium(II)mediated one-pot
pot conversion of carboxylic es
esters and amides to the corresponding 1- alkylcyclopropanols and 11
lkylcyclopropylamines is known as the Kulinkovich reaction.

The general features of the reaction are:
1. The active species is a titanacyclopropane intermediate that acts as a 1,2-dicarbanion
dicarbanion equivalent and doubly alkylates the
carbonyl group
2. More complex Grignard reagents yield 1,2
1,2-cis disubstitutedcyclopropanols with good diastereoselectivity;
3. The observed cis-selectivity
selectivity is lower for the formatio
formation of 1,2-disubstituted
disubstituted cyclopropylamines from amides;
4. The reaction is sensitive to the nature of the R1 group (aromatic esters do not react) and steric crowding (α-branched
(
R1
groups and too bulky R2 groups give lower yields)
5. When terminal alkenes are added into the reaction mixture, these are incorporated into the cyclopropane products. There are
several important modifications of the procedure, which helped to expand the scope of the reaction.

Kulinkovich Reaction
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Mechanism:

If ethylmagnesium bromide is used, the formation of ethane and a trace of ethene can be observed. Two equivalents of the
Grignard reagent react with titanium(IV) isopropoxide to give a thermally unstable diethyltitanium compound, which rapidly undergoes
un
β-hydride
ride elimination with the loss of ethane to yield the substituted titanacyclopropane.The titanacyclopropane reacts with the ester
e
as
a 1,2-dicarbanion
dicarbanion equivalent to produce a cyclopropanol after a 22-fold alkylation.
Titanium(II) is reoxidized to titanium(IV)
V) over the course of this addition process. The last intermediate in the sequence can be
recognized as a Ti(OR'')4 species, which can undergo reaction with EtMgBr similar to Ti(O
Ti(OiPr)4.
Pr)4. Thus, titanium(IV) isopropoxide can be
used in catalytic amounts The production
roduction of ethene has been attributed to a side reaction of the titanacyclopropane with additional
titanium(IV) isopropoxide to afford 2 equivalents of titanium(III) isopropoxide This non
non-productive
productive side reaction reaches a maximum as
the ratio of titanium(IV)
m(IV) isopropoxide to EtMgBr approaches a stoichiometry of 1:1.
The disproportion aspect of the mechanism means that only one of the two organomagnesium ligands is incorporated into the reaction
rea
product, which is a concern when the Grignard reagent used is not a commercial item. Two interesting modifications help to improve
the atom economy for more specialized ligands.

Kulinkovich Reaction
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One method is to use a terminal alkene that can undergo a ligand exchange. The exchange is fast for styrenes, and allows the use of
EtMgBrr as the Grignard reagent. For other terminal alkenes, the bulkier cyclohexylmagnesium halides can be be used to retard the
participation of the initially formed titanium(II) species in the alkylation reaction and to promote the reaction of the desired
desi
ligand with
the ester. Sub-stoichiometric
stoichiometric amounts of titanium(IV) isopropoxide can still be used in this ligand exchange modification.
In the other modified procedure, described by de Meijere, MeTi(O
MeTi(OiPr)3
Pr)3 is formed first, and a stoichiometric amount is used with only 1.1
eq. of a Grignard Reagent. Here, the disproportionation produces methane as a gaseous side product and allows the Grignard reagent
re
to be fully utilized.

Applications:

Kulinkovich Reaction
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Ritter Reaction:
Treatment of nitriles with alkenes or tertiary alcohols under acidic conditions resulted in the formation of N-tert-alkylamides.
When hydrogen cyanide was used as the nitrile component, N-tert-alkyl formamides were obtained,
ned, which could be easily hydrolyzed
with base to give the corresponding tert-alkylamines.
alkylamines. The formation of N-alkyl
alkyl carboxamides from aliphaticaliphatic or aromatic nitriles
and carbocations is known as the Ritter reaction.

Itt is widely used for the preparation of acyclic amides as well as heterocycles (e.g., lactams, oxazolines,
dihydroisoquinolines, etc.).
The general features of this transformation are:
1. The carbocation can be generated in a variety of ways from tertiary
tertiary-, secondary, or benzylic alcohols, alkenes or alkyl halides;
2. The classical reaction conditions involve the dissolution of the nitrile substrate in the mixture of acetic acid and concentrated
concentr
sulfuric acid followed by the addition of the alcohol or alkene at slightly elevated temperatures (50-100
(50
°c).
3. Alcohols that are easily ionized (e.g., 2°° and 3° alcohols, benzylic alcohols) give the best results.
4. 1,1-disubstituted
disubstituted alkenes give rise to regioisomerically pure products, but with 1,2
1,2-disubstituted
disubstituted alkenes a mixture of
regioisomers may be formed.
5. The initially formed carbocation (which can be obtained from a large number of different functionalities)5,8 may undergo a
wagner-meerwein rearrangement to give rise to the most stable carbocation be
before reacting with the nitrile.
6. Besides protic acids, lewis acids (e.g., sncl4, bf3
bf3·oet2,
oet2, alcl3, etc.) Have been successfully employed in the ritter reaction to
generate the required carbocations.
7. The structure of the nitrile component can be varied widely and most substrat
substrates
es containing a cyano group will undergo the
reaction, so, for example, besides aliphatic and aromatic nitriles, compounds like cyanoge
cyanogenn and cyanamide will also react.
8. The nitrile substrate may not contain acid sensitive functional groups that would be destroyed under the strongly acidic
reaction conditions, but modifications (ritter
ritter-type reactions)) that proceed under neutral conditions expanded the scope of the
substrates.

Ritter Reaction
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Mechanism:

The mechanism of the Ritter reaction has been intensely studied. When alcohols are used to generate the
carbocation, the hydroxyl group is protonated then under the reaction conditions the C-O
C
bond is heterolytically
cleaved to generate a carbocation. This cation is then attacked by the nitrogen atom of the nitrile to form a nitrilium
ion, which upon reacting with the conjugate base of the acid (hydrogen sulfate anion in the scheme) gives rise to an
imidate. Finally, hydrolysis produces the desired N-alkyl carboxamide.
Applications:

Ritter Reaction
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Sakurai Reaction / Hosomi-Sakurai
Sakurai Reaction / Sakurai Allylation
In 1976, H. Sakurai reported that allylsilanes react with a wide variety of aldehydes and ketones in the presence of
stoichiometric quantities of TiCl4 to form the corresponding homoallylic alcohols. Today, this transformation is referred to as the
Sakurai allylation, and it is one of the most importa
important carbon-carbon bond forming reactions.

The general features of the reaction are:

1. Typically,, it is carried out in dichloromethane under nitrogen atmosphere at a temperature range between -78 °C and 25 °C.
2. In addition to TiCl4, several other Lewis acids can be used such as AlCl3, BF3·OEt2, SnCl4, EtAlCl2.
3. Most commonly trimethylallylsilanes and phenyldimethylallylsilanes are utilized as the allylsilane reactant
4. The reaction is highly regioselective, the electrophile attacking aat the C3 terminus of the allylsilane
5. C1 substituted allylsilanes give the (E)-alkene
alkene product
6. Allenyl-, propargyl-, vinyl-,, andethynylsilanes also undergo the reaction in the presence of Lewis acids;
7. The most commonly used electrophilesare aldehydes and ke
ketones,
tones, but acetals and ketals are also often utilized;
8. Dithioacetals,, monothioacetals,alkoxymethyl
monothioacetals,alkoxymethyl-,, and phenylthiomethyl chlorides undergo the allylation reaction;
9. α,β-unsaturated
unsaturated aldehydes reactat the carbonyl group, while α,β-unsaturated ketones undergo conjugate addition
10. Intramolecularreactions are also feasible
11. C3 monosubstitutedallysilanes give the syn-diastereomer as the major product.
12. Side reactions usually can be avoided by carefully controlled conditions or utilizing acetal or ketal substrates.
substra
Catalytic
versions of the Sakurai allylationare
are known as well.
Mechanism:
When a Lewis acid, e.g. titanium tetrachloride, coordinates to the carbonyl oxygen of an α,β-unsaturated
α,β
carbonyl
compound, the ˇβγ-carbon
carbon center becomes more positively polar
polarized.
ized. The allylsilane adds as a nucleophile with its γ -carbon to the
β carbon of the α,β-unsaturated
unsaturated carbonyl substrate. This carbon
carbon–carbon single-bond
bond forming step is the rate determining step.
Cleavage of the trimethylsilyl group from the intermediate carbenium ionleads to formation of a new carbon–carbon
carbon
double bond.
After hydrolytic workup the υ,ε-unsaturated
unsaturated ketone is obtained
obtainedand (E)-allylsilanes
allylsilanes give higher diastereoselectivities than (Z)(
allylsilanes.The
The reaction presumably goes through an open transition state. The possible transition states leading to the syndiastereomer are depicted below.

Sakurai Reaction
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Applications:
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Tishchenko Reaction:
W.E. Tishchenko found that both enolizable and non-enolizable aldehydes can be converted to the
corresponding esters in the presence of magnesium
magnesium- or aluminum alkoxides.. The reaction involves a hydride shift from one
aldehyde to another that leads to the formation of the ester product. This transformation is known ttoday
oday as the Tishchenko reaction.

Mechanism:
The mechanism of the Tishchenko reaction was extensively studied and there were three different mechanisms
proposed. The most commonly accepted mechanism is depicted below. According to this proposal, first the
aluminum alkoxide coordinates to the aldehyde. This is followed by the attack of a second molecule of aldehyde.
Subsequent hydride shift leads to the regeneration of the catalyst and formation of the product.

The general features of the reaction are:

In the traditional transformation, the reaction takes place between the same aldehydes.
In the crossed Tishchenko reaction,, two different aldehydes are reacted to form the ester product.
The
he reaction can take place in an intramolecular fashion, yielding the corresponding lactone
Common side reactions are the aldol reaction
reaction, Cannizzaro reaction, Merwein-Ponndorf-Verley
Verley reduction, and Oppenauer
oxidation.
 The most general catalysts in the traditional Tishchenko reaction are aluminum alkoxides, but a wide-variety
wide
of catalysts can
be usedAlkali and alkali earth metal oxides and alkoxides.Transition metal
metal-based
based catalysts such as ruthenium complexes





Tishchenko Reaction
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(RuH2(PPh3)4,certain rhodium- iridium-- and iron complexes, and metallocenes of group IV metals (Cp2MH2 M = Hf, Zr).
Lanthanide based catalyst such as lanthanide amides (Ln[NSiMe 2)3], Ln = La, Sm, Y),organolanthanoid halides (EtLnX, Ln =
Pr, Nd, Sm, X = I) and SmI2
 A modification of the Tishchenko reaction is the aldol-Tishchenko reaction where the aldehyde first undergoes an aldol
reaction followed by the Tishchenko reaction to form monoesters of 1,3-diols. In the homo aldol-Tishchenko
aldol
reaction, the
same aldehyde molecules react. In the hetero aldol-Tishchenko reaction, a ketone or aldehydee reacts with two equivalents of
a different aldehyde over the catalyst.
 The most widely used modification of the Tishchenko reaction is the EvansTishchenko reaction.20
reaction In this transformation, a
chiral β-hydroxy
hydroxy ketone reacts with an aldehyde in the presen
presence
ce of catalytic SmI2 to provide the anti 1,3-diol monoester
product with excellent diastereoselectivity .
Applications:

Tishchenko Reaction
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Ugi Reaction:
In 1959, I. Ugi reported that isocyanides undergo a four
four-component reaction (4-CR)
CR) in the presence of an amine,
aldehyde or ketone and a nucleophile to provide a single condensation product.1
product.1-33 The most commonly used
nucleophiles are carboxylic acids, but hydrazoic acid, cyanates, thiocyanates, carbonic acid monoesters, salts of
secondary amines, water, hydrogen sulfide, and hydrogen selenide can also be used.1
used.1-33 Today, this transformation is
referred to as the Ugi four-component
component reaction
reaction(U-4CR)

The general features of the reaction are:
 It is very easyto carry out, usually, the isocyanide is added to a stirring and well cooled solution of the other three
components;
 In case of less reactive aldehydes and ketones, it is advisable to precondense the ca
carbonyl
rbonyl compounds and the amine
to form the imine;
 As the reaction is very exothermic, adequate cooling is necessary. The reaction typically is carried out between -80 °c to 80 °c
and it may take from a few minutes to a week to go to completion.
 Methanol is generally a suitable solvent, although many other solvents can be used;
 The amine component can be any compound with a sufficiently nucleophilicnh group such as ammonia, primary and
secondary amines,
nes, hydrazine andderivatives
andderivatives, diaziridines as well as hydroxylamine
 Diarylamines are usually not nucleophilic enough to undergo the reaction;
 With the exception of diarylketones, almost all aldehydes and ketones are suitable for the U
U- 4CR
 A wide range of C-isocyanides
isocyanides undergo the transformation; and
 When nonpolar
onpolar solvents are used, or thereacting components are bulky, the Passerini Reactionmay
Reaction
occur as a side reaction
leading to the formation of α-acyloxycarboxamides.
acyloxycarboxamides.

Ugi Reaction
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Mechanism:

Applications:

Ugi Reaction
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Brook Rearrangement:
Rearrangement of α-silyl
silyl oxyanions to αα-silyloxycarbanionsvia a reversible process involving a pentacoordinate
silicon intermediate is known as the [1,2]-Brook
Brook rearrangement, or [1,2]
[1,2]-silyl migration.In
In the late 1950s, A.G. Brook observed the
intramolecular anionic migration of silyl groups from a carbon to an oxygen atom. This migratory aptitude of the silyl group was later
found to be more general. Therefore, all the [1,n]
[1,n]- carbon to oxygen silyl migrations
rations are referred to as Brook rearrangements.
The reaction is based on the great susceptibility of silicon toward a nucleophilic attack and the formation of a strong silicon-oxygen
silic
bond (Si-O) from the relatively weak silicon-carbon
carbon bond. The reverse pr
process is called the retro-Brook
Brook rearrangement and was first
reported by J.L. Speier.

Applications:
K.Takeda’s Stereo selective construction of eight membered carbocycle by Brook rearrangement followed by [3+4]
annulation.

Brook Rearrangement
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TebbeOlefination / Petasis-TebbeOlefination:

In 1978, F.N. Tebbe et al. reported that titanocene dichloride reacted with
two equivalents of AlMe3 to produce a methylene
methylene-bridged titanium-aluminum
aluminum complex (Tebbe
(
reagent), which
transferred a methylene group (CH2) efficiently to various carbonyl compounds to afford olefins.It was shown early
on that the Tebbe reagent converted carboxylic esters, lacto
lactones,
nes, and amides to the corresponding enol ethers and
enamines in high yield. The one-carbon
carbon homologation (methylenation) of carbonyl compounds using the Tebbe
reagent is known as the Tebbeolefination.
The Tebbe reaction has the following general features:
 The active species (titanocenemethylidene) is more nucleophilic and much less basic than the corresponding Wittig reagents.
Consequently, less reactive (bulkier) and enolizable carbonyl compounds can be readily olefinated;
 The Tebbereagent is stable in solution and reacts at low temperature with the various carbonyl groups in the following order:
aldehydes>ketones>esters>amides;
 Acid halides and anhydrides do not undergo methenylation. Instead, thecorresponding titanium enolates are formed, which
can be used in subsequent aldol reactions
 Only methenylations can be performed; higher alkenyl groups cannot be introduced with this method;
 A wide range offunctional groups are tolerated. However, the presence of the Lewis acidic aluminum may causecomplications
causecomplicatio
withcertain substrates.

Tebbe’sOlefination
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Mechanism:

1. The active species in the Tebbeolefination
Tebbeolefinationis believed to be the nucleophilic (Schrock-type)
type) titanocenemethylidene,which is
formed from the Tebbe reagent upon coordination of the aluminum with a Lewis base (e.g., pyridine).
2. This methylidene in its uncomplexed form, however, has never been isolated or observed spectroscopically owing to its
extreme reactivity. The same intermediate can also be gene
generated by other means.
3. The titanocenemethylidene reacts with the carbonyl group to form an oxatitanacyclobutane intermediate that breaks down to
titanocene oxide and the desired methenylated compound (alkene).
4. The driving force is the formation of the very strong titanium-oxygen bond.
Applications:

Tebbe’sOlefination
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Heck Reaction:
In the early 1970s, T. Mizoroki and R.F. Heck independently discovered that aryl, benzyl and styryl halides react
with olefinic compounds at elevated temperatures in the presence of a hindered amine base and catalytic amount of Pd(0) to form
fo aryl-,
benzyl-, and styryl-substituted olefinss Today, the palladium
palladium-catalyzed
catalyzed arylation or alkenylation of olefins is referred to as the Heck
reaction.

The General Features of the Heck reaction are:
1. It is best applied for the preparation of disubstituted olefins from monosubstituted ones;
2. The electronic nature of the substituents on the olefin only has limited influence on the outcome of the reaction; it can be
either electron-donating or electron-withdrawing
withdrawing but usually the electron poor olefins give higher yields;
3. The reaction conditions tolerate a wide range of functional groups on the olefin component: esters, ethers, carboxylic acids,
nitriles, phenols, dienes, etc., are all well
well-suited
suited for the coupling, but allylic alcohols tend to rearrange;
4. The reaction rate is strongly influenced bbyy the degree of substitution of the olefin and usually the more substituted olefin
undergoes a slower Heck reaction;
5. Unsymmetrical olefins (e.g., terminal alkenes) predominantly undergo substitution at the least substituted olefinic carbon;
6. The nature of the X group on the aryl or vinyl component is very important and the reaction rates change in the following
order: I > Br ~ OTf>>Cl;
7. The R1 group in most cases is aryl, heteroaryl, alkenyl, benzyl,and rarely alkyl (provided that the alkyl group possesses no
hydrogen atoms in the β-position),
position), and these groups can be either electron
electron-donating or electron-withdrawing;
withdrawing;
8. The active palladium catalyst is generated in situ from suitable precatalysts (e.g., Pd(OAc)2, Pd(PPh3)4) and the reaction is
usually conducted in the presence of monodentate or bidentate phosphine ligands and a base;
9. The reaction is not sensitive to water, and the solvents need not be thoroughly deoxygenated
10. The Heck reaction is stereospecific as the migratory insertion of the palladium complex into the olefin and the β-hydride
elimination both proceed with synstereochemistry.
stereochemistry.
Drawbacks of the Heck reaction:
1. The substrates cannot have hydrogen atoms on their β-carbons,
carbons, because their corresponding organopalladium
derivatives tend to undergo rapid β-hydride elimination to give olefins.
2. Aryl chlorides are not always good substrates because they react very slowly.
Heck Reaction
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Several modifications were introduced during the past decade
decade:
 Asymmetric versions
 Generation of quaternary stereocenters in the intramolecular heck reaction
 Using water as the solvent
nt with water
water-soluble catalysts
 Heterogeneous palladium on carbon catalysis
Mechanism:

The catalytic cycle of the Heck reaction can be formulated with four steps as follows
follows:
1.

Formation of an arylpalladium complex 4 from the palladium(0) complex 3 and the aryl derivative 5 by oxidative
addition.

2. Addition of complex 4 to the alkene (olefin insertion).
3. A β-elimination
elimination reaction from complex 6, releasing the substituted alkene 7.
4. Regeneration of the palladium(0) complex 3 by reaction with a base, e.g. triethylamine.

5. The regioselectivity of the addition of complex 4 to a substituted alkene is mainly influenced by steric factors. The
substitution of hydrogen occurs preferentially at the carbon center which has more number of hydrogens

Heck Reaction
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The coupling of bromo- or iodobenzene to styrene yields regioselectively amixture of E
E- and Z-stilbenes12
Z
and 13. An
electron-withdrawing
withdrawing substituent atthe olefinic double bond often improves the regioselectivity,
regioselectivity while an electrondonorsubstituted alkene gives rise to the formation of regioisomers .

With respect to the olefinic substrate, various functional groups are tolerated, e.g. ester, ether, carboxy or cyano
cy
groups.
Primary and secondary allylic alcohols, e.g. 14,, react with concomitant migration of the double bond, to give an enol derivative, which
then tautomerizes to the corresponding aldehyde (e.g. 15) or ketone.
Another instructive example of the pote
potential
ntial of this reaction for the construction of ring systems has been reported by de
Meijere and coworkers taking advantage of a sequence of four consecutive intramolecular Heck reactions. The bromodiene-yne18
bromodiene
reactsin a sequence of domino reactions within 3 d at 80 oC under Heck conditions to give the tetracyclic product 19 in 74% yield:

Heck Reaction
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Stille Cross-Coupling
(Migita-Kosugi-Stille Coupling)
The Pd(0)-catalyzed
catalyzed coupling reaction between an organostannane and an organic electrophile to form a new C-C
C sigma bond is
known as the Stille cross coupling.

Together with reactions named after Heckand
and Suzuki, the Stille reaction belongs to a class of modern, palladium-catalyzed
palladium
carbon–
carbon bond forming reactions. The palladium-catalyzed
catalyzed reaction of an organotin compound 2 with a carbon electrophile 1 is called
Stille coupling. As in case of other palladium-catalyzed
catalyzed reactions, the general mechanism of the Stille reaction is best described by a
catalytic cycle.

Mechanism
The catalytic cycle for the Stille coupling reaction was first proposed for the reaction with benzylic and aryl halides in197
in1979,although
9,although the detailed mechanism is still a
matter of some debate.The catalytic cycle has three steps:
1)

Oxidative addition

2)

Transmetallation

3)

Reductive elimination.

 The active catalyst is believed to be a 14
14-electronPd(0)-complex
complex which can be generated in situ.
Stille Reaction
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 Palladium(0)-catalysts
alysts such as Pd(PPh3)4 and Pd(dba)2, with or withoutan added ligand, are often used.
 Alternatively, Pd(II)-complexes
complexes such as Pd(OAc)2, PdCl2(MeCN)2, (PdCl2(PPh3)2,BnPdCl(PPh3)2, etc. are also used
as precursors for the catalytically active Pd(0) species, as these compounds arereduced by the organostannane or
by an added phosphine ligand prior to the main catalytic process.
 The transmetallation step is the rate
rate-determining step in the catalytic cycle.
 Different groups on the tin couplingpartner trtransmetallate
ansmetallate to the Pd(II) intermediate at different rates and the order of
migration is: alkynyl> vinyl > aryl >allyl ~ benzyl »» alkyl.
 The very slow migration rate of the alkyl substituents allows the transfer of aryl or vinyl groupswhen mixed
organostannanes
tannanes containing three methyl or butyl groups are used.

 The transfer of simple alkyl groups (R3 in the table
table—mostly n-Bu
Bu or Me), from tin to palladium complex 6 is a very slow
process, and the substituent R2 (see table) is transferred selectively. The leaving group X on the coupling component can
be halide or sulfonate—in
in many cases triflate is used. Iodide is a better leaving group than bromide; this can be used for a
regioselective coupling reaction.In
In the coupling with vinyl groups, the olefin geometry is usually retained; E/ZE/Z
isomerization is only rarely observed
observed.

Applications:

Stille Reaction
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A closely related aryal coupling reaction catalyzed by organostannanes also exists. The Pd-catalyzed
intramolecularbiaryl coupling of aryl halides or aryl triflates in the presence of distannanes is known as the Stille-Kelly
coupling.

The Stille-Kelly coupling consists of two connected catalytic cycles and the following steps:
1. The oxidative addition of the Pd(0) complex into one of the C
C-X bond of the aryl halide
Stille Reaction
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2. Transmetallationwith
with the distannane followed by reductive elimination to afford the organostannane
3. Oxidative addition of the Pd(0) complex into the C
C-X bond of the organostannane
4. Intramoleculartransmetallation
5. Reductive elimination to give the coupled product.

Applications:

Stille Reaction
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Suzuki Coupling:
In 1979, A. Suzuki and N. Miyaura reported the stereoselective synthesis of arylated ((E))-alkenes by the reaction of 1alkenylboranes with aryl halides in the presence of a palladium catalyst The palladium-catalyzed
palladium
cross-coupling
reaction between
een organoboron compounds and organic halides or triflates provides a powerful and general method
for the formation of carbon-carbon
carbon bonds known as the Suzuki cross-coupling.

Mechanism:
The mechanism of the Suzuki reaction is closely related to that of the Stille coupling reaction, and is also best described by
b a catalytic
cycle

Suzuki Reaction
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1. .Oxidative addition— Reaction of the halide component with a palladium
palladium-(0) complex 5 to give a palladium-(II)
palladium species 6.
2. Transmetallation—Transfer
Transfer of substituent R0 from boron to the palladium center, thus generating a palladium-(II)
palladium
species that
contains both the substituent R and R0 that are to be coupled.
3. Reductive elimination—to yield the coupling product 3 and the regenerated catalytically active palladium-(0)
palladium
complex 5.
4. The boronic acid 2 is first converted to an activated species 8 containing a tetravalent boron center by reaction with a base.
Halides or triflates (OTftrifluoromethanesulfonate)
esulfonate) are used as coupling partners RX for the boronic acids.
5. In many cases the rate-limiting
limiting step is the oxidative addition.
6. With respect to the leaving group X, the rate decreases in the orderI>OTf> Br × Cl
For the synthesis of a suitable arylboron
ron compound, usually an aryl halide is converted to an aryllithium or aryl Grignard derivative,
and then reacted with a trialkoxyborane to yield an arylboronic ester, e.g. the phenylboronic acid diisopropyl ester
frombromobenzene.

Of particular synthetic importance is the coupling of aryl
aryl- and hetarylboronic acids to aryl- and hetaryl halides (or triflates), allowing for a
convenient synthesis of biphenyls, even sterically demanding derivatives
derivatives,hetaryl phenyls and bis--hetaryls. With appropriately
disubstituted aromatic substrates, the Suzuki coupling reaction can be applied in the synthesis of polyphenylene materials.The
materials.Th coupling
of alkenylboronic acids with alkenyl halides is a good methodfor the E/Z
E/Z-selective
selective synthesis of conjugated
conjugate dienes. An example is the
Suzukicoupling step from a synthesis of retinol (vitamin A) ; this coupling occurswith retention of configuration at the sp 2-carbon
centers, so leading to the E,Econfigurated product only
only.

Suzuki Reaction
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Many types of functional groups are tolerated
olerated in a Suzuki reaction, and theyields are often good to very good. The presence of
a base, e.g. sodium hydroxideor sodium/potassium carbonate, is essential for this reaction. The base is likely tobe involved in more
than one step of the catalytic cycle,
cle, at least in the transmetallation step. Proper choice of the base is important in order to obtain good
results.In
In contrast to the Heck reaction and the Stille reaction, the Suzuki reaction does not work under neutral conditions.
Applications:

Suzuki Reaction
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Negishi Cross Coupling:
In 1976, E. Negishi and co-workers
workers reported the first stereospecific Ni
Ni-catalyzed alkenyl-alkenyl
alkenyl and alkenyl-aryl
alkenyl
crosscoupling of alkenylalanes (organoaluminums) with alkenyl
alkenyl- or aryl halides. Extensive research by Negishi showed that the best results
(reaction rate, yield, and stereoselectivity) are obtained when organozincs are coupled in the presence of Pd(0)-catalysts.ThePdPd(0)
or Nicatalyzed stereoselective cross-coupling
coupling of organozincs and aryl
aryl-, alkenyl-,, or alkynyl halides is known as the Negishi cross-coupling.

The general features of the reaction are:
1. Both Ni- and Pdphosphine complexes work well as catalysts. However, the P
Pd-catalysts
catalysts tend to give somewhat higher yields
andbetter stereoselectivity, and their functional group tolerance is better.
2. The
he active catalysts are relatively unstable Ni(0)
Ni(0)- and Pd(0)-complexes
complexes but these can be generated in situ from more stable
Ni(II)- and Pd(II) -complexes
complexes with a reducing agent (e.g., 2 equivalents of DIBAL
DIBAL-H or n-BuLi).
3. In the absence of the transition metal catalyst, the organozinc reagents do not react with the alkenyl halides to any
appreciable extent.
4. The most widely used ligand is PPh3, but other achiral and chiral phosphine ligands have been successfully used
5. The various organozinc reagents can be prepared by either direct reaction of the organic halide with zinc metal or activated
zinc metal or by transmetallation
tallation of the corresponding organolithium or Grignard reagent with a zinc halide (ZnX 2).
6. The
he use of organozinc reagents allows for a much greater functional group tolerance in both coupling partners than in the
Kumada cross-coupling where organolithiums and Grignard reagents are utilized as coupling partners
7. Other
ther advantages of the use of organozincs include: high reactivity, high regio
regio-,, and stereoselectivity, wide scope and
applicability, few side reactions and almost no toxicity
8. The reaction is mostly used for the coupling of two C(sp2) carbons but C(sp2)-C(sp)
C(sp) as well as C(sp2)-C(sp3) couplings are
well-known
9. Besides organozincs, compounds of Al and Zr can also be utilized.
10. If the organoaluminum and organozirconium derivatives are not sufficiently re
reactive,
active, they can be transmetallated by the
addition of zinc salts, and this protocol is referred to as the double metal catalysis.
11. Of all the various organometals (Al, Zr, B, Sn, Cu, Zn), organozincs are usually the most reactive in Pd-catalyzed
Pd
crosscoupling
ling reactions and do not require the use of additives (e.g., bases as in Suzuki crosscouplings)
crosscouplings to boost the reactivity.

NegishiReaction
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Mechanism:
Limitations of Negishi reaction:

Some of the limitations of the Negishi cross-coupling
coupling are:
 Propargylzincs do notcouple
couple well but homopropargylzincs do
do.
 Secondary and tertiary alkylzincs may undergo isomerization, but crosscouplings of primary alkylalkyl and benzylzincs give
satisfactory results.
 Due to the high reactivity or organozincs,CO insertion usually does not happ
happen
en unlike in the case of less reactive organotins.
organotins
Applications:

NegishiReaction
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Sonogashira Reaction:

In 1975, K. Sonogashira and co-workers
workers reported that symmetrically substituted alkynes could be prepared
under mild conditions by reacting acetylene gas with aryl iodides or vinyl bromides in the presence of catalytic amounts of
Pd(PPh3)Cl2 and cuprous iodide (CuI). During the ssame
ame year the research groups of both R.F. Heck and L. Cassar
independently disclosed similar Pd-catalyzed
catalyzed processes, but these were not using copper co-catalysis,
co
and the
reaction conditions were harsh. The copper
copper-palladium catalyzed coupling of terminal alkynes
lkynes with aryl and vinyl
halides to give enynes is known as the Sonogashira cross-couplingand
and can be considered as the catalytic version of
the Castro-Stephens coupling.
Mechanism:

The

mechanism

of

the

Sonogashira cross
cross-coupling

follows

the

expected oxidative

addition-reductive
addition

elimination

pathway. However, the structure of the catalytically active species and the precise role of the CuI catalyst is unknown.
The reaction commences with the generation of a coordinatively unsaturated Pd(0) spe
species
cies from a Pd(II) complex by
reduction with the alkyne substrate or with an added phosphine ligand. The Pd(0) then undergoes oxidative addition
with the aryl or vinyl halide followed by transmetallation by the copper(I)
copper(I)-acetylide.
acetylide. Reductive elimination affords
af
the
coupled product and the regeneration of the catalyst completes the catalytic cycle.

The general features of the reaction are:
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1. The coupling can usually be conducted at or slightly above room temperature, and this is a major advantage over the forcing
f
conditions required for the alternative Castro
Castro-Stephens coupling.
2. The handling of the shock-sensitive/explosive
sensitive/explosive copper acetylides is avoided by the use of a catalytic amounts of copper(I) salt.
3. The copper(I) salt can be the commercially available Cu
CuI or CuBr and are usually applied in 0.5-55 mol% with respect to the
halide or alkyne.
4. The best palladium catalysts are Pd(PPh 3)2Cl2 or Pd(PPh3)4.
5. The solvents and the reagents do not need to be rigorously dried. However, a thorough deoxygenation is essential to maintain
the activity of the Pd-catalyst.
6. Often the base serves as the solvent but occasionally a co
co-solvent is used.
7. The reaction works well on both very small and large scale (>100g).
8. The coupling is stereospecific; the stereochemical iinformation
nformation of the substrates is preserved in the products.
9. The order of reactivity for the aryl and vinyl halides is I ≈ OTf> Br >> Cl.
10. The difference between the reaction rates of iodides and bromides allows selective coupling with the iodides in the presence
pres
of bromides.
11. Almost all functional groups are tolerated on the aromatic and vinyl halide substrates. However, alkynes with conjugated
electron-withdrawing groups (R2=CO2Me) give Michael addition products and propargylic substrates with electron-withdrawing
electron
groups (R2=
CH2CO2Me or NH2) tend to rearrange to allenes under the reaction conditions.
12. The exceptional functional group tolerance of the process makes it feasible to use this coupling for complex substrates in the
th
late stages of a total synthesis.
Limitations:
The

coupling

of

sp2-C
C

halides

with

sp
sp-C
C

metal

derivatives

is

also possible

by

using

other

reactions

such as the Negishi-, Stille-, Suzuki-,, and Kumada cross
cross-couplings.. In terms of functional group tolerance, the
Negishi cross-coupling is the best alternative to the Sonogashira reaction.
There are certain limitations on theSonogashira
Sonogashira coupling
coupling:
 Aryl

halides

and

bulky

substrates

that

are

not

very

reactive

require

higher

reaction

temperature; and
 At high temperatures terminal akynes unde
undergo side reactions
Applications:
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